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BUILD
THE LEFT
AGAINST
BREXIT

Pressure is growing inside Labour for it to take a
firm stance against Brexit.
Some of this pressure comes from the right of the
Party. On Sunday 3 June Sadiq Kahn called for Corbyn
to oppose Britain’s departure from the single market.
He advocated Labour supports an amendment to the
EU Withdrawal Bill which aims to keep Britain in the
European Economic Area, effectively signing the UK up
to the so-called “Norway option”, which would retain
access to the single market.
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Don’t let school horror revive “war on terror”

By Robin Chadwell and
Danny Katch, International
Socialist Organization (US)

On 15 February, one day after
Nikolas Cruz committed a massacre at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland,
Florida, police in Fair Haven, Vermont, received a tip from a friend
of Jack Sawyer claiming that the
18-year old was planning a similar mass shooting at his former
school.
Sawyer was detained after an investigation revealed texts he’d sent
speaking admiringly about the
Parkland shooting, a journal indicating that he’d been thinking for
months in disturbing detail about
attacking former classmates at Fair
Haven Union High as part of a
“bigger and better” way of committing suicide, and the fact that he
had recently purchased a gun.
Sawyer was held without bail on
charges of aggravated assault, two
counts of attempted aggravated
murder and one count of attempted
first-degree murder. The Vermont
Supreme Court, however, ruled
that the thoughts expressed in
Sawyer’s journal and texts didn’t
constitute attempted murder and
assault.
Sawyer was then released on
$10,000 bail on April 27 with an extreme risk protection order against
him (which prohibits him from

Honouring students at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School
possessing a firearm) and a 24/7
curfew under his father’s watch in
Poultney, Vermont. Other conditions of his release included a prohibition from entering Fair Haven
or any school property, and a ban
on using any device with internet
capability.
Despite these strict conditions,
however, news of Sawyer’s release
was greeted with outrage and
panic.
“The mere possibility that someone with a clear intent to murder
innocent children could be back on
the street shows there is an unacceptable loophole in our current
criminal law,” said Republican Gov.
Phil Scott.
Unlike many actual mass shootings, Jack Sawyer’s possibly near-

Sánchez to keep Rajoy’s budget
By Rhodri Evans
Through all its confrontations
with Catalan separatists, Spain
has been under a minority government.
On 1 June that political levitation act finally expired. Parliament voted no confidence in the
conservative PP government of
Mariano Rajoy.
Through a never-tested-before
provision of the 1978 Spanish constitution, the new government
will be led by, and probably made
up solely from, the PSOE, Spain’s
social-democratic party, although
it has only 84 seats in the 350-seat
parliament.
The new very-minority government will probably be forced into
a general election soon. Realistically new prime minister Pedro
Sánchez can hope only to establish a few measures and proposals
to boost his support in that election.
Recent opinion polls predict
that PSOE, the PP, and the leftish
Podemos party, would get scores
close to each other, but all a bit behind Citizens’.
Sánchez promised even before 1
June, and apparently in order to
get the Basque PNV party’s votes
on 1 June, that he will keep the
PP’s recently approved Budget
even though the PSOE voted
against it.
So little social improvement is

Sánchez
in prospect. Podemos has toned
down its social agitation, and the
initiative which could really
change Spanish politics, a drive
for social policies to fix unemployment which still stands over 16%,
youth unemployment above 35%,
and stagnant wages, is still lacking.
Measured by growth in total
output, Spain’s economy has recovered well from its crash in
2011-3. Spain’s output per head
now exceeds Italy’s. But the improvement has gone mainly to
profits.
Sánchez may be able to make
some steps to calming the conflict
in Catalonia. A new elected Catalan regional government finally
took office on 2 June.
Sánchez has an opening to
end direct rule from Madrid and
to bring in, or start bringing in,
some scheme of expanded
Catalan autonomy like the 2006
one which the PP torpedoed in
2010.

shooting quickly led to a rash of
legislation to pass the Vermont
statehouse.
Scott signed bills to ban bump
stocks and high-capacity magazines, raise the minimum age to
buy a gun to 21, expand background checks, empower police to
take guns from those cited for domestic violence, and allow judges
to take them from those deemed an
imminent threat to themselves or
others.

DEBATE

Some of these are measures that
most progressives would support unequivocally, while others
could and should spark debate.
For example, the widely popular
proposal for background checks
is inevitably discriminatory against
people of color because of the undeniably racist nature of the criminal justice system.
Even more troubling, however,
was the passage of a “domestic terrorism” law with tri-partisan support from Democrats, Republicans
and the state’s Progressive Party.
The legislation, referred to as
H.25, gives “domestic terrorism”
the
astoundingly
broad

definition of “taking a substantial
step” toward committing a crime
with the intent to cause death or injury to more than one person or
“place any civilian population in
reasonable apprehension” of death
or injury.
A “substantial step” is itself defined as “conduct that is strongly
corroborative of the actor’s intent
to complete the commission of the
offence.”
The law, which carries a punishment of up to 20 years in prison,
was clearly written with Fair
Haven in mind.
Vermont officials have taken an
admittedly complicated and scary
situation, and made it far worse.
They have merged the nightmare
of school shootings in the U.S. with
the nightmare of the “war on terror.”
In a country that designates mass
murders as either “terrorists” or
“lone gunmen” depending on
whether or not they are Muslim,
some of those who oppose Islamophobia have made the case that
white shooters should be given the
same terrorism label.
But H.25 shows the dangers of
this line of thinking — especially
for Muslims.
Although the bill is ostensibly
meant to divorce terrorism from religious or political motivation, its
expansive powers will inevitably
be used disproportionately against
those who are already vulnerable.
On a cultural level, applying the
“evildoers in our midst” mentality
of the “war on terror” to the crisis
of school shootings is a disastrous
idea that could spark witch hunts
among and against young people
struggling with depression, suicide
and, yes, violence.
It also takes the burden of any responsibility away from those in
charge of school environments —
environments that some youth find

so hostile and alienating that
they admire and identify with
those who commit massacres.
School, Jack Sawyer wrote in his
journal, was the “the place that I
suffered greatly and the environment that I struggled in, and so I
still feel the need to kill every
stupid [word blacked out] there.”
Yet at the same time that he was
pushing H.25, Gov. Scott was also
trying to slash school spending on
guidance counselors and teachers with a budget that would raise
taxes on districts whose ratio of students to staff is too low.
There are no easy solutions to the
situation that Sawyer’s arrest presented to the Fair Haven community. Students, school workers and
parents have been understandably
terrified.
But if Jack Sawyer and the untold
numbers of other young people
going through similar pain and potentially dangerous struggles are
merely labelled as “terrorists,” the
cycle of violence could start to get
even worse than it is now.
The answer must lie with addressing the root causes of
alienation, violence and hate.
• Abridged. From https://socialistworker.org/

Protest against
Trump
Donald Trump is coming to
Britain on Friday 13 July
London plans:
2pm: Assemble outside
the BBC building in
Portland Place
March to Trafalgar Square
5-7pm Rally in Trafalgar
Square

Labour’s plan for antisemitism
By Keith Road
Labour’s 13 point action plan to
deal with antisemitism has been
leaked to the Huffington Post.
While it is welcome that the
party wants a clear plan to tackle
antisemitism, its apparent conclusions should be of concern to those
of us who want to deal with antisemitism as a political problem.
The plan includes a speeded up
process for complaints, a smaller
number of trained people to investigate, greater transparency over
what is and will not be considered
evidence. All of this is useful, but
just a clearer disciplinary process
will not deal with what is a political
problem. We need much more debate, discussion and education and
all of that comes before discipline
and expulsions.
The antisemitism working group
which drafted the report notes that,

“The perception is that the process
is not swift enough from start to
finish, that it is susceptible to political forces at each stage of the process and that there is a lack of
consistency in how cases are adjudicated on.”
The seemingly unending delay
between complaints being made or
allegations received by members,
followed by a lack of action, has
been a concern for both complainants and the accused.
New staff in a “complaints unit”
has already speeded up the rate
with which these matters are dealt
and the General Secretary is now
more directly involved on signing
off the cases given to the team.
The report also says that the politics of Labour’s National Executive
Disputes Panel has given rise ot a
perceived lack of consistency on
how these matters are dealt with.
This presumably refers to the division between some members and

others like Christine Shawcroft and
Darren Williams who have been
against matters being referred to
the National Constitutional Committee and have argued for smaller
penalties for those accused of antisemitism. Infamously Christine
Shawcroft defended a council candidate who had questioned the
Holocaust.
The proposal to anonymise reports, as is already the case for reports to the Sexual Harassment
Panel, is perfectly sensible, but to
suggest the issue can be depoliticised is inherently wrong.
Labour’s Chair, Ian Lavery has
said that suspensions for antisemitism will now probably increase “dramatically”, and he
champions this as a good thing.
But a program of education
and a commitment to open debate and pluralism will do much
more to tackle antisemitism then
administrative suspensions.
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Far right in Lewisham
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By Rosalind Robson
Anne Marie Waters from the tiny
political party, For Britain, is
standing in the Lewisham East
by-election on 14 June.
Waters is a far right anti-Muslim
bigot. As well as working hard for
the Labour candidate Janet Daby in
this election, we must oppose Waters’ racism.
For Britain is on the spectrum of
contemporary far right political
politics. She is closely allied to former EDL leader, Stephen Yaxley
Lennon (aka Tommy Robinson)
who was recently jailed for contempt of court, prompting a
demonstration in Leeds and a petition to set him free.
Waters has called for her supporters (many who will be EDLtype thugs) to descend on
Lewisham on 9 June.
Anne Marie Waters, was once a
prominent Labour, secularist and
LGBT activist; in the past she was
seen to be on the left. She claims to
have been involved in the Save
Lewisham Hospital Campaign but
no-one in that campaign remembers her.
Waters took a sharp turn to the
right in 2013. Around that time she
broke ranks with the organisation
One Law for All, a secularist group,
led by ex-Muslim Maryam Namazie. Waters set up Sharia Watch,
after trying unsuccessfully to get
OLFA to co-operate with far right
groups. OLFA condemned Waters
and Sharia Watch in 2014, saying:
“Since its establishment last
month, Sharia Watch has publicised links like ‘Muslim Rape Culture’ from the ghastly Frontpage
Magazine, given updates on
the far-Right Robert Spencer and
Pamela Geller and the English Defence League, publicised videos
like ‘Sacrificing our Daughters: On
the Psychology of Islamic Rape
Gangs’, and written a piece on how
halal meat funds terrorism.
“We want to make very clear that
we have no links with Sharia
Watch, UKIP or Anne Marie Waters
and will oppose their brand of
racist hate politics every step of the
way.”
According to a Labour activist
who knew her when she was in
Streatham Labour Party, she was
never really on the left, and was
even then prone to anti-Muslim
bigotry.
“She was my CLP secretary in
Streatham and was a deeply unpleasant Blairite with methods of a
Stalinist. She doesn’t just overestimate the threat of Islamism in the
UK and fail to balance it with
racism faced by Muslims (itself
more forgivable mistake in people
who’ve suffered under Islamo-fascist regimes and moved to the UK
than in white women from London). It was clear while she was
still in Labour that she had a hostility to Muslims and specifically
Muslim immigrants not just Islamism. I think this actually does
have a link to her work in the

Robinson interviewing Waters for alt-right platform Rebel
Labour party and her wild anti-immigrant rhetoric …” (quoted by
Shiraz Socialist blog).
While in the Labour Party, Waters tried and failed to get selected
as a general election candidate for
Swindon South and Brighton Pavilion.
Despite her far right leanings
Waters joined UKIP in 2014, possibly looking for a chance to stand in
an election. In 2015 she was selected as UKIP’s candidate for
Lewisham East. She gained third
place with 9.1% of the vote. She
was then stopped by UKIP from
standing in the snap general election of 2017 after she was filmed
peddling her racist views at a meeting saying, “Islamic culture is not
compatible with our own.”

UKIP

Waters stood for election for
UKIP leadership, coming second
with 21.3% of the vote and losing
to Henry Bolton.
Defeat prompted Waters to quit
UKIP to set up For Britain and since
then she has been moving more
firmly to the right (or more accurately, being more open about her
true political colours).
It is part of the counter-jihadist
stream which in the UK was once
dominated by the English Defence
League (EDL). As well as Robinson,
Waters is aligned with ex-BNP activist Jack Buckby.
Counter-jihadism ideology overlaps with other streams on the far
right: the populist radical right
such as the French Front National,
the traditional far right, which
might identify as Nazism, and the
so-called alt/new right of which
there are many examples of individuals, online platforms and
groups in north America and Europe.
However counter-jihadist hatespeech is particularly focused on
arguing that Islam is a supremacist
religion, that there is no difference
between violent jihadists (such as
Daesh/Islamic State) and ordinary
Muslims, and that mass immigration is endangering native/white
populations in Europe. They may
also be cultural nationalists, a form
of identity politics which lauds
“western values” or idealising a
“western brotherhood”, maybe
based on a Christian identity.

Waters released an election press
statement which reproduced direct
and indirect attacks and smears
against Sadiq Khan as a “Islamic
radical”, the left in the Labour
Party (“extremists”), trans women
in the Labour Party (for being allowed to stand on women-only
short lists). But its main message
was against mass immigration (responsible she says for poverty), migrants in general, and Muslim
communities in particular.
Anne Marie Waters may pose as
a respectable politician, but she is
not. Her brand of racism is not only
offensive, it is dangerous, and we
should mobilise against it.
Lewisham trade unions and the left
must organise counter demonstrations if For Britain organises hustings or rallies. We call for
“no-platform” for these people because they stir up hatred which, if
given a chance to grow, or is not
challenged, will represent a physical threat to minority communities.
We should offer our help in defending Lewisham Muslim communities and the mosque.
In opposing Waters we think the
left (the SWP and activists in Unite
against Fascism) should do more
than say, “Don’t Vote Nazi” as they
have in the past. The left should actively campaign for Labour, and
mobilise the labour movement to
oppose Waters.
At the same time we call on
Labour to argue for jobs and homes
and defending the NHS in this byelection, to counter the far right
rhetoric. Labour must be seen to
stand in defence of Lewisham’s
black, Asian and other minority
ethnic communities, especially of
course, Lewisham’s Muslim communities.
Labour must defend migrants
and the positive social and political
changes that are the result of mass
immigration.
There are likely to be countermobilisations on 9 June and
Lewisham Together are holding
an event outside Lewisham Islamic Mosque (Lewisham High
Street) at 7pm on Saturday 9
June. (twitter.com/LewishamMosque)
• Thanks for Hope Not Hate
for background information:
www.hopenothate.org.uk/

Spy Cops Campaign
proves its worth
By Elizabeth Butterworth
Lush’s recent #SpyCops campaign showed exactly why it was
needed this week, after off-duty
and ex-duty police officers went
in to stores to tell staff to take
the publicity down.
The high-street cosmetics company has, for a long time, supported various activist groups,
including the Feminist Library and
the Orgreave Truth and Justice
Campaign. Last week, Lush announced it was giving its backing
to Police Spies out of Lives
(PSOOL) and the Campaign Opposing Police Surveillance (COPS).
PSOOL and COPS are asking
new Home Secretary Sajid Javid to
change the current Public Inquiry
into undercover policing. The inquiry is meant to look into the police spying on more than 1000
groups since 1968. So far, campaigners have described it as
“grindingly slow” and very little
evidence has been released. Doreen
Lawrence, who was spied on following her son’s murder and subsequent fight for justice, has said
that Mitting has been “turning
what should be a transparent, accountable and public hearing into

an inquiry cloaked in secrecy and
anonymity.”
In order to draw attention to this
very important issue, Lush has put
up displays in shops up and down
the country with the tagline “Paid
to Lie #spycops”. Thousands of
people have written negative reviews on Lush’s Facebook page –
although there are also now several
thousand 5* reviews in response to
these. Off-duty police officers and
retired police officers have gone
into Lush shops telling staff to take
the displays down.
If the police are confident they
have acted ethically, they should
not be afraid of a more robust inquiry. They know that some of the
stories of activists who were spied
on are tragic and would deeply embarrass them if they were given
more publicity.
In this time of #metoo and #timesup, the police must be aware that
the lack of consent present in these
scenarios will make them look very
bad.
So far, Lush has not backed down
in its support of PSOOL and is riding out the controversy.
We hope it continues to do so
and urge everyone to sign the petition.
https://www.change.org/p/

Post-grads as workers?
By a UCU activist
We should welcome the opportunities Labour’s mooted National Education Service (NES)
presents to transform education.
One area that especially deserves attention is postgraduate
and early career research. Graduate teaching assistants, hourlypaid tutors, and other precarious
education workers would benefit
immediately from Labour’s policy
commitments on workplace
rights, including their commitments to repeal the 2016 Trade
Union Act and to ban zero hours
contracts.
Nevertheless, abolishing tuition
fees and providing maintenance
grants at the postgraduate level
can only go so far to provide doc-

toral students and others in the beginning stages of their academic
careers with the necessary resources to conduct their research.
Labour also needs to seriously
look at how public funding for
university research will be
sourced and allocated. It is especially important to consider doctoral researchers since, although
they are classified as students
rather than university employees,
PhD candidates perform a significant amount of a typical university’s research.
While publication companies
and academic institutions reap the
benefits of this research, the authors themselves do not tend to be
paid for their labour.
The NES provides a chance to
consider whether PhD candidates are best regarded as
workers rather than students.
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Socialist unity in Melbourne
By Riki Lane
Victorian Socialists, an alliance of socialist groups and individuals, is mounting a
serious attempt to win an upper house
seat in the Victorian Parliament this
November in Northern Metropolitan Melbourne.
This is Australian Labor Party (ALP) heartland, increasingly contested by the Greens.
In the Victorian multi-member upper
house system, five Members of the Legislative Council are elected by preferential proportional representation, so Victorian
Socialists will need 16.66% of the vote after
preferences to get only the second outright
socialist not in the ALP into any parliament
in Australia. There is no danger of the socialist campaign letting in the right.
Over 500 people attended the campaign
launch on 12 May.
Steve Jolly, long term socialist local councillor for Yarra (Socialist Party, then The Socialist, now independent), heads the ticket.
Second is Sue Bolton, Socialist Alliance local
councillor for Moreland. Third is Colleen Bolger, Socialist Alternative activist, asbestos
lawyer and Australian Services Union delegate.
Three socialist forces that have historically
been at odds with each other have come together behind this initiative. It has attracted
support from unions ($50k from the Electrical
Trades Union and $5k from the Victorian Allied Health Union) and prominent left wing
intellectuals, and increasingly from independent working class people, union and social

movement activists.
The initial organisational structures in
place are weak, both in terms of democratic
decision-making, and in holding Steve accountable to the working-class base if elected.
There is no apparent structure for unions,
community group and other socialist groups
to affiliate. The programmatic material currently available is limited; essentially militant
left reformism targeting local issues with upfront class-struggle politics, but little explicit
socialist or “transitional” content evident.
However, a democratic constitution has
been adopted, which will lead to a conference
electing the leadership, approving policies
etc., for “Victorian Socialists”.

IRAN

Steve told me: “Given the increasing disenchantment with major parties, there is
a massive market for socialist alternative
to that. Socialist polices run properly can
win votes and appeal to ordinary people.”
Sue said to me that she sees the effort as
“more focused around an electable socialist,
rather than a coming together of organisations... This differs from previous left unity
attempts including around elections such as
[the original] Socialist Alliance.”
Colleen added: “State parliament has a lot
more profile, and will garner a lot more attention for a socialist representative than a
local council.”
Whilst Steve and Sue’s organisations have
had long orientation to electoral politics, Socialist Alternative has previously abstained
from active participation, apart from giving

some
support
to
Steve’s council and
state lower house campaigns in the past.
An initial problem
with the dominance of
Socialist Alternative
was that they were
only willing to endorse
a one-off upper house
seat campaign, not
even permitting Socialist Alliance or other
socialist group lower
house candidates to
run under the Victorian Socialist banner. I
see this as counterproductive on multiple
levels: running lower
house
candidates
within the upper
house electorate could galvanise the local organising groups; and assist in mobilising
other groups to support the initiative, and
potentially attract non-aligned activists with
local standing to run as candidates, e.g. union
shop stewards or organisers. There has been
some recent changes in attitude, with more
openness to the possibility of running candidates in some lower house seats.
The “one-off” election stance also avoids
the question of the long term outcome for socialist organisation of this initiative. Discussing the post-election possibilities, Steve
Jolly said “If elected I would use that position
to mobilise and advocate – a tool for both. It

would open up questions about what we do
with the coalition, move to multi-tendency
party like Democratic Socialists of America,
or maintain it as a coalition. I have spent the
last 14 years as a councillor, with increasing
votes… I have been able to use the role to advocate and mobilise. What I have done at
council level, I will try to do at state level. Organisation will be around that. Then do we
then move towards some sort of new political
formation? That is the question, not a question about how we would use the position.”
Despite the structural and programmatic issues, this campaign offers great
opportunities to take socialist ideas to a
large working-class population.

Yarmouk: from refugee to “death” camp
By Simon Nelson

Before the Syrian civil war the Yarmouk
district on the outskirts of Damascus was
home to almost 150,000 registered Palestinian refugees. It was probably the
largest and most well-developed refugee
settlement in the world; it was certainly
the biggest in Syria.
In May 2018 the last Daesh fighters who
had occupied the camp, along with other Syrian rebels, were driven out. The area now
stands in ruins and is completely uninhabitable. There are plans for the complete redevelopment of southern Damascus, and the
former camp residents may find themselves
excluded.
During the war the Syrian government
used barrel and cluster bombs to repeatedly
flush rebels out of the area. The rebels vied
for control of the district and had embedded
themselves throughout the camp. The Syrian
army were indiscriminate in their bombing
of Yarmouk, particularly in the last month before the area was retaken. The UN says Assad
turned the area into a “death camp.” Russia,
Syrian and Iranian forces held it under siege
and levelled it in order to remove Daesh.
Most of the Palestinian refugees who lived
were displaced.
It will take years to rebuild the area, and
whether it can then become home to the
refugees again is a source of ongoing tension.
Many Palestinians fought for Assad during
the civil war. Reports suggest that most are
sympathetic to the government and blame

the rebels for their situation. Almost all of
them hoped to return to Yarmouk as they
have never lived anywhere else.
Such allegiances are not surprising.
Yarmouk may have been besieged by government forces and their backers, but the rebels
who took control, aware that many of the
Palestinians were not on their side, were
equally ruthless. They holed themselves up
in peoples homes, used civilians as human
shields, and carried out indiscriminate killing
and the seizure of property.
But it is the government’s indiscriminate
destruction of Yarmouk that has now drawn
the attention back to the district.
Set up in 1957, the camp was densely populated; it has not had the tents and the other
signs of a refugee camp for a long time.
It had well functioning schools, hospitals,
shops, cafes and other businesses. The camp
compared favourably to others in Syria. It
had more doctors and engineers and government employees than some districts of Damascus.
Assad was viewed as one of the most proPalestinian of regional leaders. Syria was one
of the better places for Palestinian refugees to
live. They could work for the government
and could buy homes. Hamas had offices in
Syria and the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine – General Command was
headquartered there.
A huge amount has been lost due to the
war — several hospitals and clinics as well as
UN operated schools and two women’s centres.
The battle for Yarmouk during the civil war

is not as simple as the camp being invaded
from the outside by hostile rebels and a government supporting population being driven
out. The Free Syrian Army had a Palestinian
brigade while the PFLP backed Assad.
After 2014, with the increasing influence of
Iran and Hezbollah in Syria, Hamas the ruling Sunni Islamist faction that controls Gaza
withdrew its support for rebels in Syria. They
closed their offices in Damascus in 2012.

IRAN

A crisis meeting in Beirut between Hamas
and Hezbollah agreed that they should
maintain their unity over the destruction
of Israel and that it was vital for Hamas to
maintain its links with Iran.
Despite defiant speeches from former
Hamas leader Ismail Haniyeh, Hamas know
that they need Iranian backing to continue to
operate. From this point on they largely absented themselves from the Syrian conflict.
By 2015 there were only 18,000 Palestinian
refugees in Yarmouk.
In April 2015 Daesh, at the time still working with the then Al-Qaeda affiliate Jabhat alNusra, entered the camp, eventually taking
control of more than 90% of it. Following conscription into the army and the continuous
bombing of the camp the population was
again more than halved, bringing the population down to 8,000.
A Qatari-brokered ceasefire in 2017 saw
some rebel factions withdraw but Daesh remained in place until May 2018.
In April there were more than 580 air raids

which included cluster bombs, missiles, barrel bombs and mortar fire. In one week a further 5,000 Palestinians were displaced
leaving just 1,000-2,000 residents in the camp.
The last hospital was destroyed during the
offensive. Once al-Nusra fighters were evacuated, only a small number of elderly residents remained inside.
Prior to the government regaining control
the camp they had already released the plans
to rebuild southern Damascus that would include areas that border the camp. Suggestions that Palestinians might be moved out to
scrubland rather than returned to the area are
clearly not unfounded. The reconstruction of
Syria provides will provide a lot of private investment opportunities.
The livelihoods and rights the Palestinians once had in Yarmouk have been annihilated.
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Psychedelic drugs as therapy
By Todd Hamer
On 19 April 1943, Swiss chemist Albert
Hoffmann ingested a small dose of a
chemical he had synthesised and experienced the world’s first LSD trip. His experience ushered in two decades of
experimentation and clinical research into
psychedelic drugs until it was cut short by
prohibition in 1970.
75 years on, the USA seems poised to start
licensing psychedelics for the treatment of
mental illness. This may not only lead to a
huge breakthrough in psychiatry but may
also mean that we are approaching a time
when human beings are once again free to
take whatever mind-altering substances they
fancy without fear of sanction from the state.
The word “psychedelic” means literally
“mind-revealing” and was coined by British
psychiatrist Humphrey Osmond (who
amongst other claims to fame gave rightwing Labour MP, Christopher Mayhew, a
dose of mescaline for a 1955 BBC documentary). It refers to plants and fungi like peyote
cactus, psilocybin mushrooms, ayahuasca
and chemicals such as mescaline, DMT and
LSD. Some people include cannabis, MDMA,
ketamine and other substances.
These are not generally drugs of abuse. Unlike alcohol, cocaine, nicotine and opiates
these are not habit forming or addictive. Even
the most hardcore enthusiasts take these substances infrequently and usually with careful
consideration to “set and setting” (i.e. their
own state of mind and the environment they
take the substance in). Recent research shows
that these are some of safest drugs for the individual and least socially harmful.
In the brief period before these substances
were outlawed they were used in psychiatry
with promising results. Czech psychiatrist,
Stanislav Grof used LSD in his clinic, giving
hundreds of people LSD psychotherapy over
a 17 year period. These involved giving patients LSD in a clinical setting and then offering psychotherapy during the trip which
lasts between 8-12 hours.
Grof explains that in 1965 in Czechoslovakia LSD was “being legally manufactured
by the leading pharmaceutical company, it
was listed in the official medical pharmacopeia as a therapeutic agent with specific indications and contraindications... and was
freely available to qualified professionals as
an experimental and therapeutic agent.” He
claims that by the early 60s LSD was “firmly
established” in psychiatric practice and training.
Grof developed a theory of how LSD facilitated mental health recovery based on direct
experience of 2,500 LSD therapy sessions and
from the records of 1,300 sessions run by his
colleagues in USA and Czechoslovakia. He
came to see LSD as an “amplifier of the unconscious” that significantly sped up the recovery seen in traditional psychotherapy.
In his book Realms of the Human Unconscious (1975) Grof describes how through
successive LSD psychotherapy sessions, patients are able to process ever deeper levels
of repressed psychic material. Grof describes
how patients invariably work through the
traumatic material of adulthood and then
childhood (the psychodynamic level described by Freud) before moving onto experiences which he interpreted as related to
birth trauma (following psychoanalyst Otto
Rank). For his patients who reached this level
there was a “dramatic alleviation or even disappearance of previous psychopathological
symptoms and a decrease in emotional prob-
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lems of all kinds.”
Grof claims that people who have dealt
with this psychic baggage then tend to have
“transpersonal” experiences defined as “beyond the usual ego boundaries of space and
time.” This is the most controversial aspect of
Grof’s work and led him to join others in
making wild claims about mysticism and the
occult.
It is perhaps because of those speculative
claims that this work was never been subject
to any serious criticism. Instead the use of
psychedelics in psychiatry was quietly forgotten after prohibition in 1970.
A few individuals kept the memory of this
groundbreaking treatment alive. The new
generation are keen to not repeat the mistakes of their forebears and ensure that all
their arguments are firmly grounded in empirical research.
The US-based Multidisciplinary Association for Psychedelic Studies (MAPS) has,
since its humble beginnings the 1980s, been
working away to get government approval
for clinical trials into psychedelic drugs.

APPROVAL

Just last year MAPS was granted FDA
(Food and Drug Agency) approval to start
Phase 3 trials into MDMA-assisted therapy for “treatment resistant” post-traumatic stress disorder.
The trials are about to start. Doblin believes
that MDMA will be licenced for use in the
treatment of mental disorders by 2021.
The results of the smaller scale phase 2 trials are astonishing. Post-traumatic stress disorder is a life-threatening condition
characterised by depression, anxiety, flashbacks and dissociation that affects victims of
trauma — sexual assault, child abuse, war, or
even a car crash. The study recruited 26 individuals, including war veterans and firefighters, some of whom had suffered with this
condition for decades. None of the standard
therapeutic approaches had worked.
After just two full dose MDMA-psychotherapy sessions 68% of participants no
longer met the diagnostic criteria for PTSD.
Follow-up after a year found that the patients
had sustained their recovery without further
relapse. Phase three trials involve many more
patients and are the last step before MDMA
can be licenced for use as a therapeutic agent.
Unlike all other branches of medicine, psychiatry has made no significant advances in
the past half century. We are living in the
midst of a mental illness epidemic with no
treatments except the blunt instruments invented two generations ago.
Traditional psychiatric medicine treats
symptoms but does not offer a cure. Antipsychotics, mood stabilisers, anxiolytics and an-

tidepressants all dampen down emotional
distress but do not address the underlying
causes of this distress. The approach of
MAPS and their cothinkers is fundamentally
different.
Their idea is to use psychedelic substances
to facilitate a therapeutic or healing experience. The drug is taken just a few times in a
safe environment with trained therapists.
MDMA allows the patient to access traumatic
memories without the usual extreme fear responses. It simultaneously enhances thoughtprocessing areas of the brain that allows the
patient to rethink and reframe distressing
and pathological attitudes and habits.
The MAPS therapy typically involves a few
drug-free psychotherapy sessions with two
therapists, then psychotherapy sessions with
the same therapists on the drug. Observers
say that surprisingly little talking takes place
during these six-hour sessions but invariably
there is discussion of traumatic incidents
from the past. The patient stays overnight at
the clinic and returns home the next day.
There is some follow-up to consolidate.
According to UK-based Consultant Psychiatrist Ben Sessa, MDMA will do for mental
disorders what antibiotics did for infectious
diseases. To use his analogy, it is the difference between treating an infection with
paracetamol (which will help alleviate symptoms of pain and fever) versus antibiotics
(which combat the pathogens causing the infection).
Whilst PTSD is a distinct diagnosis, a large
body of evidence suggests that trauma plays
a substantial part in most mental illness. This
approach to treating PTSD could have wide
application to a large number of psychiatric
conditions. Many smaller scale research projects are finding promising results for a whole
range of conditions from depression to (counterintuitively, perhaps) drug and alcohol addiction and these studies are looking at a
whole range of class A (or in the USA schedule 1) psychedelics.
US drug policy dictates drug policy around
the globe. If the MAPS trial is a success —
and every indication suggests it will be —
then it will not only be a major step forward
for mental health treatment but also in the
battle to liberate us our minds and brains
from a strict diet of drugs that includes only
alcohol, caffeine and tobacco.
There are some important aspects of this
work that are of interest to socialists. First,
this approach would not have been pursued
by Big Pharma. MDMA is off-patent so there
is little profit to be made in producing it. Also
the treatment requires only a few doses resulting in a cure — a far less lucrative
prospect than daily, lifetime dependence on
traditional psychiatric drugs.

The MAPS initiative shows up one of the
many blind spots of the capitalist enterprise.
If the giant pharmaceutical companies
with their vast resources missed this opportunity to address one of the great health
crises of our times then what does that mean
for other sectors of the economy? What is the
energy industry missing due to its profitgreed? What might agriculture look like if it
was not driven by market-forces?
Second, the approach is based on the idea
that our minds, like our bodies, have a natural tendency to heal from trauma given the
right support and circumstances. It is a very
hopeful idea that we can overcome even the
most intractable mental illness and survive
the most life-shattering trauma. It speaks to
a humanism that is at the heart of the socialist
project.
Third, for members of the Labour Party
this is an opportunity to make amends for at
least one crime of the Blair-Brown administrations. Leading the psychedelic field in the
UK is Professor David Nutt who heads a research team at Imperial College London.
Nutt was unceremoniously sacked as Gordon
Brown’s drugs czar in 2009 for having the
temerity to say that the science showed
MDMA, LSD and cannabis are less harmful
than alcohol and tobacco.
Lastly, capitalism produces lots of wonderful things, but in 2018 it also produces a lot
of mental illness. In his book The Selfish Capitalist (2008), Oliver James argues that the epidemic of depression and anxiety sweeping
the advanced capitalist world is linked to the
shallow values our societies nurture — dogeat-dog individualism and the pursuit of
fame, beauty and wealth above all else.
If MDMA-assisted therapy is offering a
breakthrough cure then it is by implication
offering people a re-evaluation of their life’s
values; values which, if James’ research (and
our Marxist understanding) is correct, are
dominated by the capitalist world we all inhabit. If a breakthrough treatment is in sight
then potentially a large number of people of
previously anxious and depressed people are
going to be reimagining their values and
their futures. Already some interesting research has found that people who took psilocybin for depression had a significant
increase in “nature-relatedness” and decrease
in “authoritarian attitudes”.
21st century capitalism creates a world
in which 25% of people suffer mental illness. What social change might be generated by a cure?
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Solidarity, not boycotts
THE LEFT
By Matt Cooper
It is surprising that the Eurovision Song
Contest, a festival of high-camp commercialism, should have become a focus of
political interest. For some of the participating countries the contest has pushed
the boundaries of gender politics.
The contest was won in 1998 by the transgender Israeli singer Dana International and
in 2014 by the genderqueer Austrian Conchita Wurst, perhaps best described as a drag
queen with a beard.
Much other controversy around the competition has focused on Russia which has
twice invaded other countries in the competition. After Russia’s annexation a region in
Georgia in 2007, Georgia was excluded from
the contest after refusing to withdraw its
entry “We Don’t Wanna Put In”. In response
to Russia’s annexation of Crimea, in 2016
Ukraine’s entry was 1944, a song about the
deportation of the Crimean Tatars by Stalin
with obvious parallels. The song won.
For the British SWP, it is Israel’s presence
in the competition that is the issue. Israel won
the 2018 competition and thus the right to
host the 2019 competition. In an article in Socialist Worker of 15 May, they argue there
should be a “cultural boycott” of the Israeli
hosting of the contest.
The article is scatter-gun in its approach. It
makes a questionable accusation of racism
against Israeli winner, Netta Barzilai, for
wearing a Kimono and performing in front
of cabinet of Maneki-neko waving cats in an
alleged act of cultural appropriation.
The SWP never say who should implement
the boycott. The contest is run by the Euro-

pean Broadcasting Union, which could reasonably be seen an international instrument
of the ruling class. Does the SWP think they
should take the lead?
There is certainly a precedent for this. After
years of the Anti-Apartheid movement calling for a boycott of South Africa, economic
sanctions were imposed by western governments after 1986. The AWL’s forerunners promoted links with the South African workers’
movement and insisting that boycotts were
only acceptable under the control of that
movement. The failure to build on the
strength of South Africa’s workers’ movement under apartheid can be seen in South
Africa today.

LINKS

More particularly, the cultural boycott was
used to attack those who sought to build
links with black South Africans, the most
high profile victim being Paul Simon attacked for working with black South
African musicians on his 1986 ‘Graceland’.
At the heart of the SWP’s position is that
Israel is a uniquely bad state. They say it is
“the apartheid state”. No-one should deny
the crimes of the current and previous, Israeli
governments. But the SWP view of Israel
goes far beyond this, seeing it not as a country with a right-wing government which we
should oppose but a uniquely and existentially illegitimate state that can neither be neither reformed nor overthrown by its own
working class. In the SWP’s view it can only
be destroyed by external force.
Thus the boycott is propaganda to demonise Israel and to call for its destruction.
Here we find the SWP’s agency, they explicitly support Islamist forces such as
Hamas and Hezbollah against Israel, which

in order to do so would have to act with the
support of a powerful ally, most likely Iran.
The SWP suggest such forces could create
(by military force) a single state of Arabs and
Jews living side-by-side, but it is hard to see
it leading to anything other than a blood
bath.
Instead of making facile propaganda
around Eurovision socialists should throw
their weight to link with those Israelis and
Palestinians who seek a just settlement based
on mutual recognition of national rights and
particularly on a working class movement
that could carry this policy.
The SWP offer the opposite of such a
socialist, working-class and democratic
politics.

Clarity or rhetorical flourish?
LETTER
The exchange between Ashok Kumar and
Sean Matgamna in Solidarity 469 was very
interesting. Ashok managed to spend
over a thousand words saying remarkably
little beyond vague allusions and rhetorical games.
His contribution could be summarised as
claiming that Workers’ Liberty differs in attitude from much of the left on various related
issues – not substantiating how – and that
Ashok’s own attitudes conversely are more
widely supported.
Sean by contrast gave insightful analyses
of both the relevant political issues, and of
the culture of debate on the left itself. However, he indulged in rhetorical excesses at
points which obscured more than clarified, at
least without further contextualising.
Sean wrote that “The second most terrible
‘racist’ crime of the 20th century was the
vengeful driving-west of 13 million Germans
at the end of the war, with the death of perhaps half a million of them.” This was a historically relevant and powerful example in
the context cited. However, the superlative
claim – that it was the “second most terrible
‘racist’ crime of the 20th century” — is not
particularly meaningful, clear or helpful.
The Bengal famine of 1943 killed between

two and four million Indians as Churchill insisted on exporting and diverting food from
India, aware of the devastating and avoidable consequences. In 1932-33 Stalin orchestrated an artificial famine in which between
three and seven and a half million ethnic
Ukrainians died, characterised by many as a
genocide. Both had strong and clear racial elements.
How exactly can we classify these and
other different great evils, and quantify how
bad they were?
Similar questions can be raised about
Sean’s superlative description of the Holocaust as the “worst racist crime in history”,
when considering it against racialised systems of enslavement, slave trading and slavery between the 16th and 19th centuries.
Sean’s claims are not so much wrong as
meaningless or unclear.
It seems likely that Sean knew that this
claim was flawed when asserted without
caveats or clarifications. The main point after
all was an analysis and comparison of the nature of and racism behind this expulsion with
other racist attitudes and crimes, not of its
terribleness per se. The superlative was then
used to add a powerful rhetorical flourish
rather than a substantive point in itself. However, doing so is unnecessary, of limited
meaning and unhelpful.
Sean also clarifies what he had probably

been referring to – a quote from Engels
adapted from Ibn Khaldun, specific historic
episodes, and a film – in an article alluded to
by Ashok which the former had written
twelve years earlier. He rightly points out
that the phrasing was demagogically
weaponised five years ago.
The artistic creativity in the article cited
however – at least without more clarificatory
context than was included – did obscure the
meanings and intentions and was deeply ambiguous. This was not useful when trying to
convince people of complex ideas and left it
open to be misinterpreted as evoking or resembling bigoted and extremely offensive
tropes.
As in the examples discussed above, the
rhetoric was ancillary to the central point, but
this does not excuse lack of clarity.
Greater emotive and rhetorical force at the
cost of severe ambiguity or claims of limited
meaning is not a trade-off we should be making in the pursuit of a serious culture of debate. The top priorities must be clarity and
the truth.
As Sean acknowledges, a major problem of the culture on the left is emotive
force being used in place of reasoned discussion. We must hold ourselves to higher
standards as exemplars.
Mike Zubrowski, Bristol

Pressure is growing inside Labour for it to
take a firm stance against Brexit.
Some of this pressure comes from the right
of the Party. On Sunday 3 June Sadiq Kahn
called for Corbyn to oppose Britain’s departure from the single market. He advocated
Labour supports an amendment to the EU
Withdrawal Bill which aims to keep Britain
in the European Economic Area, effectively
signing the UK up to the so-called “Norway
option”, which would retain access to the
Single Market.
The Withdrawal Bill is scheduled to return
to the House of Commons on 12 June. When
it does, MPs will vote on a total of 15 amendments made by the House of Lords. The government faces defeats, including over an
amendment which commits them to make remaining in a customs union part of Brexit negotiations. With Labour joining Tory rebels
defeat is likely. However, as Labour is unlikely to vote for the amendment on the
“Norway option”, that will fall.

REBELLION

Khan’s call for Labour rebellion on this
15th amendment is tied to London voters’
strong support for Remain in the referendum. Across all 33 boroughs in the capital,
59.9% (2.26 million) voted in favour of remaining in the EU.
Solidarity believes Khan is right to be concerned about support for Remain in London
and right to call for Labour MPs to vote for
the “Norway option”. However, our underlying concerns are fundamentally different.
Khan wants to represent the capitalists
who have made London their base. He wants
their interests — smooth flows of capital,
trade and cheap and useful labour — to be
unhindered by Brexit.
Workers’ Liberty believes that stopping
Brexit has to be tied to working-class principles:
• For free movement.
• For raising wages and conditions across
the global working-class.
• For migrants’ rights.
• For reducing, not increasing, barriers between countries
• For democracy in the European Union
• For social levelling-up across Europe
• For workers’ solidarity across borders,
• For a socialist federal Europe.
That is why we welcome the launch of the
Left Against Brexit initiative by Another Europe Is Possible (AEIP).
Left Against Brexit is a welcome attempt by
the AEIP to raise political awareness, to oppose and raise the alarm about the implications of Brexit before the passing of the
Withdrawal Bill. They will be organising a
speaker tour over the summer.
Left Against Brexit is a very broad initiative. It does not share all of our goals. For instances, one of its figureheads, Ann Pettifor,
is in favour of capital, trade and labour controls across borders.
But Left Against Brexit is raising many of
the important concerns. For instance, they
say, “The Tories are planning a bonfire of
workers’ rights, environmental protections
and human rights. Ending free movement is
about blaming migrants for falling wages,
lack of housing and cash-strapped public services — when we know the people who are
to blame are the political and economic establishment themselves.”
Left Against Brexit seems to be organised
around two goals: to get a debate in the
labour movement, including at the Labour
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Party (23-26 September) and to win support
for a referendum on the terms of the final
deal. They point out that 80% of Labour
members now want such a referendum.
We urge socialists in the Labour Party to
support these goals. We do not accept that
avoiding debate in Labour, as many on the
left prefer, is either desirable or workable. As
things stand, the Tory Party is committed to
a disastrous Brexit policy.
At the very least Labour needs to debate
how to oppose the Tories, and to work out
what Labour should say about free movement and many other issues.. If we avoid debate on the issue for fear of embarrassing
Corbyn and McDonnell, or a press backlash,
we will be capitulating to the Tories and the
anti-migrant right, at one remove.
A minority of Labour voters opposed
Brexit. But most of those are not hardened
anti-migrant bigots. They can be convinced
by an argument. Fighting for a second referendum makes sense.
It is time to crank up the volume on our
opposition to Brexit. Advertise, support
and build the Left Against Brexit initiative.
• bit.ly/l-a-b

Solidarity 473 will be out on 22
June, just before Ideas for Freedom

“Industrial policy” in one country?
By Martin Thomas
The economist Costas Lapavitsas, who
has done important work on financialisation, has written a widely-cited article for
the US magazine Jacobin (30 May) to
argue that Labour should back Brexit after
all.
Indeed, his article systematically cites the
“hardest” sort of Brexit — where Britain has
no arrangement with the European Union to
reduce economic barriers other than that
given by general World Trade Organisation
rules — as preferable.
Up to now, very few pro-Brexiters, outside
a few right-wing nationalist Tories, have described that “no deal” Brexit as anything
other than an admittedly damaging “worst
case”.
Lapavitsas was a member of Syriza, one of
the left-wingers who quit after the Syriza-led
government capitulated to the EU-ECB-IMF
impositions to form the Popular Unity party.
Popular Unity’s line of agitating for
“sovereignty and independence... against the
new colonialism”, rather than for explicit socialism or a Europe-wide working-class policy, has proved unproductive. Although PU
started with 25 of Syriza’s 149 MPs, and other
prominent Syriza figures, it lost all its MPs in
the September 2015 election, now polls between 1% and 2%, and has not rallied a large
part of Syriza’s former left-wing base.
The same sort of line would also be unproductive for the left in Britain.
Lapavitsas makes the valid point that the
Single Market today is structured on very neoliberal lines. No wonder. Back in the 1980s,
when EU leaders talked much and did a little
about “Social Europe”, other leading EU governments saw Thatcher’s neoliberalism in

Britain as an “Anglo-Saxon” aberration.
Since then labour movements in EU countries have suffered setbacks, and other EU
governments have come nearer to catching
up with Thatcherism. Neoliberal governments produce neoliberal policies. The problem is that the Single Market has become
more “British”, not that Britain has become
too “European”.

RULES

He also comments, validly, that Single
Market rules often work on a ratchet principle. Existing social provision and public
enterprise are allowed, but reverting from
marketisation to social control is made
difficult.
But “hard Brexit” cannot be a left-wing policy. The struggle for socialism is an affair of
workers vs capitalists, not of Britain vs a “Europe” identified solely with neoliberal Brussels officials. Consider four points.
First: EU rules would not block anything in
Labour’s 2017 manifesto. Domestic capitalist
power would try to block some measures,
and might try to draw the European Commission in on it, but by far the main obstacles
to those measures lie within Britain.
Second: The frontline measures which the
socialist left wants to see added to that manifesto would not be blocked either.
Restoring union rights to solidarity action,
to quick responses, to picketing, would not
be against EU rules. In fact, France has wider,
better union rights than Britain had before
Thatcher.
Restoring NHS funding would be against
no EU rule. Both France and Germany spend
markedly more on health care, as a percentage of national income, than Britain.
Restoring local government autonomy and

funding, and thereby reviving social care and
libraries, would be against no EU rule. Ditto
for restoring welfare benefits.
Large measures on those lines would face
domestic capitalist resistance much more
than any hindrance from EU rules.
Third: the Single Market rules have become
neoliberal not because they are “European”
and “foreign”, but because they represent a
trend of capitalist development pioneered...
in London.
“Europe” in Lapavitsas’s picture, is just the
neoliberal officials in the European Commission and the ECB. Workers? Labour movements? The argument proceeds as if no such
things exist anywhere in Europe except in
Britain and Greece.
Labour should certainly be pushed to policies which really would contradict Single
Market rules. If the British labour movement
rouses itself that far, then it can and must
rouse labour movements elsewhere in Europe to do similar.
The reaction elsewhere in Europe to socialist mobilisation in the labour movement in
Britain (if Britain happened to go first) would
not just be anger from neoliberal officials in
Brussels. Workers and labour movements
across Europe would be inspired and energised.

OUTCOMES

The outcome would depend on the conflict between capitalists and workers right
across Europe, not on legal battles between the British government and the European Commission.
Fourth: right now we face the danger of a
real “hard Brexit”, not Lapavitsas’s imaginary “socialism in one (British) country”, or
rather “‘industrial policy’ in one country”.

That Tory, or modified-Tory, “hard
Brexit” will set us back in many ways. We
should fight it, not accommodate to it by
way of telling ourselves tales about it mutating into “semi-socialism in one country”.

Novara Media honcho Aaron Bastani has said
he will debate Workers’ Liberty on Brexit,
though so far he has not responded to our
requests to pin that down to a time at Ideas
for Freedom (23-24 June).
We asked Bastani to debate after he
denounced the Observer, which reported
growing pressure from Labour members to
debate Brexit, as... channelling the AWL.

More online at www.workersliberty.org
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Preserve the right to criticise Israel!
By Sean Matgamna
Former Chief Rabbi Jonathan Sacks has
recently said that “anti-Zionism” is the
new antisemitism. “In the 19th and 20th
centuries [Jews] were hated because of
their race. Today they are hated because
of their nation state, Israel”.
That is true, I think. But it needs explication
if we are distinguish well between that antiZionism and reasonable criticism of Israel.
And it’s been true for a very long time, for
decades in fact. It is now the specifically
“left” strand of antisemitism.
In one of the “traditional” antisemitisms
“the Jews” figure as the arch-embodiment of
money and money-power, of financial capital. In “left” antisemitism Israel is the archembodiment of imperialism and “white
settler-state racism”.
Jews and others who think Israel has a
right to exist are “pro-imperialist” and
“racist”. The only thing that can be done
about Israeli government misdeeds is to destroy the state.
In its “nice” version, that means, strip the
Israeli Jews of self-determination and selfgovernment, and forcibly incorporate them
into an Arab or Islamic ruled state in all of
pre-1948 Palestine. Except that the “nice” version is the political equivalent of science fictions inconceivable in reality.
To eliminate Israel, the unreasonable Israeli
Jews who won’t agree to that first have to be

Jonathan Sacks
conquered. Many have to be killed or “persuaded” to move out. It is extremely improbable that those who had conquered them
would offer equal citizenship to the disarmed
survivors after depriving them of national
rights.
The fiction’s function is to hide the realistic
version — conquest, subjugation, disarmament, forcible removal of national rights —
and reconcile good-willed and politicallyconfusable people to it.
The truth is that there are many antisemitisms. They are not arranged in a neat

historical sequence, the newer strains displacing the old. Different antisemitisms exist
side by side. The older ones don’t necessarily
go away. An awful lot of older antisemitic attitudes and impulses probably feed into the
anti-Zionist hysteria of the ostensible left.
And not only of the left.
It is not true that all critics, or even all harsh
critics, of Israel are antisemitic. It is true that
all antisemites, bar the out-and-out crazies,
now call themselves anti-Zionists.
But saying what Dr Sacks says — antiZionism is present-day antisemitism — doesn’t get you very far.
The media “discussion” of left antisemitism is saturated with dishonesty and
demagogy, and warped by it. The cry against
left antisemitism is being used as a stick to
beat the Corbyn Labour Party. [1]
What is “anti-Zionism”? What degree of
criticism of Israel is reasonable, before “criticism” becomes “anti-Zionist” antisemitism?
There is, I think, a clear and obvious point
at which criticism goes over into antisemitism — when the conclusion is that Israel should be destroyed. When criticism,
often justified criticism, is used to back up the
“conclusion” (with which many of them
start) that Israel is an illegitimate state that
should be abolished — in practice, since Israel won’t agree to be abolished, conquered
— that is anti-Zionist antisemitism. Advocates or supporters of the destruction of Israel, of Arab or Islamic war on Israel to
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destroy it, should not be tolerated in the
labour movement.
Slogans such as “From the river to the sea”
should not be tolerated. The preposterous
equation of Israel with Nazi Germany, and of
whomever is Israeli prime minister with
Hitler, should not be tolerated. Special terms
for Israel, such as “the Zionist entity”, which
express the view that it should be conquered,
should not be tolerated.
Harassment of Jewish people on campuses
— where it has happened a lot over decades
— or anywhere, about Israel’s real or alleged
faults, should not be tolerated. [2]
There are two difficulties with “legislating”
against the things I’ve listed.

DRAPER

Envenomed criticism of Israel can go to
the point of implying destruction without
spelling it out.
The best example of that is in the criticisms
of Israel made by Hal Draper, the Third
Camp socialists and Marxist scholar. He regretted the formation of Israel, in 1948 and
after, but politically he supported Israel’s
right to exist and defend itself as long as its
people wanted that.
At the time of the 1948 Israeli war of independence he counterposed to what was happening a piece of wild fantasy politics — the
idea that Israel should lead the Arab peoples
in a great war of liberation against the imperialist powers.
It was a sort of benign Jewish-chauvinist
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no-one had defined antisemitism properly.
There are other events in history besides
what happened to Jews between 1941 and
1945 that could be defined as “holocausts”.
Why aren’t they commemorated on Holocaust Remembrance Day? (Hecklers pointed
out that to her that many of them are).
Antisemitism, of which there are many
kinds, is comprehensive hostility to all or
most Jews, for whatever reason. An underlying current on the left is that in so far as Jews
are Zionists and pro-Israeli, antisemitism can
be “politically right-on” and deserved.
The Walker-friendly assessment of what
she said is that she is sincerely stupid. Maybe
she is, but it seems to have been pretend,
smart-ass stupidity. Yet what Walker said
might be said “innocently”. Assessing it is a
matter of time, person, context.

HUNT

Israel’s treatment of the Arabs deserves condemnation. The recent slaughter in Gaza is the latest example.
millenarianism. Draper thereafter over
decades published a number of articles in
which he denounced aspects of Israeli policy
and treatment of Arabs. Those articles now
feed straight into the septic stream of destroy-Israel absolute anti-Zionist politics, and
Draper’s overall policy on Israel’s right to
exist and defend itself is more or less forgotten.
That brings us to the second difficulty.
Should Draper have been silent and not criticised Israel? Of course he shouldn’t! There
was and there is a very great deal to criticise
or even condemn in Israel and in Israel’s policies. It is a basic duty to tell the truth about
such things, always.
Historically, it has been the Arab states, at
important turning points, that have refused
to accept Israel’s right to exist, refused to
recognise it, refused to make peace with it. In
1967, when, in a pre-emptive war against
states openly preparing war with Israel, Israel occupied the West Bank and Gaza, it
adopted a policy of “land for peace”.
It would vacate the occupied territories in
return for peace treaties with the Arab states
recognising Israel’s right to exist.
Israel’s account of what it was doing in the
occupied territories was that it aimed to hold
them until it could exchange the West Bank
and Gaza for peace. It would have made such
an exchange had peace with the surrounding
Arab states been acceptable to the rulers of
those states.
It took defeat for the Arab states in a sudden attack on Israel in October 1973 — which
at one point looked as if it would engulf Israel — before Egypt and Jordan, alone of
Arab states, would recognise and make peace
with Israel. The half-century of occupation
was not only the result of Israeli decisions
and policies. The continued Israeli occupa-

tion and the settlements parallel the Arab
states refusing to allow Palestinian refugees
to integrate.
Now maybe Israeli has the strength to
make a general peace and to help establish a
Palestinian Arab state. It doesn’t do that. It is
opposed to the establishment of an independent Palestinian state. The continued expansion of Jewish settlement in Arab-majority
territory is the opposite of that.
Moreover, Israel’s treatment of the Arabs,
the habitual disproportion in its use of force
against Arab civilians, or against armed opponents with vast disregard for killing civilians, deserves general condemnation, and
condemnation in each specific case. The recent slaughter in Gaza is the latest example
of that.
Hamas is certainly capable of doing Israel
the favour of deliberately getting people
killed — that is, despatched to paradise with
its fleshy delights and rewards for “martyrs”.
Israel should not be so obliging to them.
It is true that the criticism of Israel by some
of the left is preconceived and hysterical,
even hypocritical. People who treat the Arabs
of Palestine as a ciphers for an “anti-imperialist” or Islamic drive to destroy Israel are not
“pro-Palestinian”.
But you don’t have to ill-wish Israel or
want its destruction to criticise such things as
the Gaza killings with the bitterness and
sharpness they merit.
Any socialist or halfway decent liberal who
does not criticise Israel is seriously deficient
in empathy, in a sense of right and wrong, in
justice and in humanity.
Who is to decide which criticisms are justified and which preconceived? Which is a result of prior animosity to Israel or to Jews,
and which of honest anger? Which is an accurate and necessary criticism, and which is
antisemitic absolute anti-Zionism? The right

to criticise Israel must be preserved and defended even where the line between some
criticism and antisemitism is blurred.
Some things can be both just criticism and
an expression of antisemitism. Jewish leaders, in criticising the Labour Party, have recently focused on the Ken Livingstone and
Jackie Walker cases.
Livingstone has a long record (see article in
Solidarity 471) of involvement in anti-Zionist
antisemitism. He even indirectly, politically,
by way of the Labour Herald paper set up for
him by the WRP, benefited from the payments made to the WRP in the 1980s by Libya
and other states for (among other things)
making antisemitic propaganda. Of course he
should have been demonstratively, formally,
ceremoniously expelled by the Labour Party.
Walker said some seemingly reasonable
things. She had difficulty, she said, because

Ken Livingstone: a record of antisemitic
associations back to 1981

The present atmosphere and system of
judgement in the Labour Party and in the
press is not conducive to rational assessment. It is an undiscriminating heresyhunt.
Jeremy Corbyn, by his long record — he
has been an MP since 1983 — is a sincere and
honest and non-self-serving man of the left,
one who never expected or sought government office, still less to be Labour Party
leader and prime minister in waiting.
His political weakness has been to be almost entirely without political discernment
— seemingly to believe in the existence of a
left constituency where precise policies and
politics don’t matter much.
He had his own politics, of course. Until
2015 he wrote a column in the Morning Star. I
was agreeably surprised a couple of years
ago to learn that he was for a two-states solution in the Israeli-Arab conflict.
I remember hearing him speak on platforms where the dominant political note was
absolute anti-Zionism. The second time was
on the vast protest march against Israeli
bombing of Gaza in January 2009. The first
was a meeting before a small demonstration
as near to the Israeli embassy as you can get.
The atmosphere was summed up in posters
equating the swastika and the star of David.
I’d gone there to join in the march, but because of the dominance of those placards decided to walk on the footpath instead.
The point is that Corbyn will probably be
finding decisive action against left antisemitism difficult. In general that is not
good, but insofar as his hesitation contributes to the preservation of the right to
criticise Israel, that is a good thing.
Footnotes
[1] When Owen Smith MP ran against Corbyn he denounced us, people who decades
ago identified left antisemitism as a problem
and have campaigned against it since, as antisemitic. The poor career politician hadn’t
“briefed” himself. “Antisemitism” was just
mud in his arsenal to throw.
[2] The anti-Israel bias is built into the very
language we use about the Israeli-Arab conflict. We — Solidarity too — talk of Israelis
and Palestinians for convenience, and because we want a state for the Arabs of Palestine side by side with Israel, the state of the
Jews of Palestine. That implies that the Arabs
are natives to the place and the Jews incomers. There were always Jews in that territory.
A lot of Arabs there were incomers, in the
wake of Jewish incomers who quickened the
economy of the area.
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Solidarity and AWL: what we are
By Colin Foster
Who are we? What are Workers’ Liberty
and Solidarity? We are a political strand in
the flux of the broadly-Corbynite left, a
flux which may be reshaping the left for a
long period to come.
We are the socialist, class-struggle, consistently-democratic, internationalist strand in
the left. That is why we meet such hostility
from the NGO-politics, Stalinistic or semiStalinist, bureaucratic, nationalistic, and
“kitsch anti-imperialist” bloc. That small but
vocal bloc represents the deadweight inflicted on the left in the Blair-BrownCameron decades, but with feet.
In the first place, we are the people in the
trade unions, in the Labour Party, on the
streets, and on the campuses, who are organised to fight for out-and-out socialism.
We work to reshape society as a cooperative commonwealth, with the major productive wealth — major factories, office,
communication systems, technology —
under social ownership and democratic control.
We advocate radical democracy, real and
informed decision-making by the majority on
the big social, economic, and workplace
choices. We fight to reshape production, eliminating profiteering, waste, over-long hours,
and bullying by unaccountable managers.
We support partial reforms; but history
tells us that if the working class, when mobilised and advancing, must not limit itself
only to what looks like it could become “consensus” or “mainstream”. It must not accept
that the plutocrats and the profiteers will remain in power, and we can go only for what
they are willing to live with.
If the working class, when mobilised, limits
itself in that way, it will leave society still diseased, and the aimed-for reforms will not be
won, or will soon be neutralised.
Secondly, we are the people who strive to
revitalise the labour movement, from workplace and ward level upwards, with thoroughgoing democracy and accountability,
and the lopping-away of the entrenched privileges currently held by high-up trade-union
officials and by MPs and councillors.
We are for class struggle now against the
cuts in local government services often executed by Labour councils on behalf of the Tories, and for pushing Labour councillors to
align with that struggle rather than with the
needs of administering affairs within Tory
budget limits.
Our opponents within the current Labour
left prefer socialism-by-the-dropper, largely
based on left NGO politics — social reform
through the work of benevolent “professionals” in offices. In place of democratising the
labour movement to pursue class struggle,
they see uncritical support for the current
leaders of the Labour Party and the more-orless “left” unions as the motor. Into that mix,
for many of them, neatly fit strands from old
Stalinist models.
That is why they denounce us as “sectarians”. The denunciation is to cover the fact
that they refuse to help the labour movement
push beyond the full-of-gaps schemes of
“Corbynomics”. They see labour movement
progress primarily in terms of themselves
and their friends getting higher posts, rather
than of radical revitalisation in the workplaces and in the neighbourhoods.
Thirdly, we are internationalists. We are for
working-class unity across all borders and
national divisions. We believe that socialism
can never be built in one country alone.
Consequently we see the building-higher

of frontiers between Britain and Europe,
through Brexit — a winding-back of the partial, flawed semi-unification of Europe done
in their own bureaucratic way by the capitalist classes over the last sixty-plus years — as
a step back.
We are for stopping Brexit; against any
Brexit deal being approved without Parliament and the electorate both having a vote
on it; for the defence of the limited free movement of workers achieved in the EU, and for
its extension towards a wider free movement
of people across the world.
Our opponents either are positively for
Brexit, or argue that Labour must accept the
flawed June 2016 referendum as a mandate
to let the Tories make the Brexit they want
with only minimal harassment from Labour.
Because they are nationalist and bureaucratic in their politics, our opponents denounce us on the issue as “undermining the
Corbyn leadership” or “allying with the
right”.
Fourthly, we are for consistent democracy,
not only in social and economic affairs, not
only within the labour movement, but in international affairs. We advocate equal rights
for all nations, and within each nation we advocate secularism and rights for minorities.
We advocate equal rights for the IsraeliJewish and Palestinian-Arab nations, which
means the right of the Palestinian Arabs to
have a fully independent state of their own,
in contiguous territory, alongside Israel (“two
nations, two states”).
We oppose the left antisemitism which
flows from demonising Israel as uniquely illegitimate and malign, and (despite its small
size) uniquely powerful, in world affairs.
That demonisation leads to demonising “the
Zionists” worldwide, i.e. the big majority of
Jews who, from reflexes determined by
hideous history and impossible to dispel at
will, identify with Israel, to one degree or another, critically or less critically.
We support the rights of the Kurds in Iran,
Iraq, Syria, Turkey; the rights of the Tibetans
in China; the rights of the Tamils in Sri Lanka.
Only a program of consistent democracy and
mutual recognition of rights can facilitate
working-class unity across borders and
across national divisions.

ANTI-IMPERIALISTS

We are anti-imperialists precisely because, and as a derivative of the fact that,
we are positively for consistent democracy in relations between peoples, nations, and minorities.
Our opponents “compensate” for their
weak and bureaucratic approaches “at
home” by vicariously super-militant “antiimperialism”, more negatively Israel-hating
than positively supporting the Palestinian
Arabs or other oppressed peoples.
They seek to take on air of militancy by applauding the political Islamists — Hamas,
Hezbollah, the Muslim Brotherhood, etc. By
doing so they betray the cause of the
democrats and secularists in mostly-Muslim
countries and communities worldwide. We
have called that approach “kitsch anti-imperialism”.
Because of that they denounce us as “Zionist”, “pro-imperialist”, or even “racist”.
Fifthly, we are for the maximum unity in
action of the labour movement and the left,
coupled with free and open debate and dialogue on disagreements.
We are in favour of socialists being active
in the Labour Party, and of the Labour Party
opening its doors to Marxists, who were a
factor in the very formation of the Labour

Party and who, in various ways, more harassed at some times, less harassed at others,
have been a strand in Labour’s development
ever since then.
We seek to repeal the clauses in Labour’s
rulebook which have been interpreted to
carry through the “auto-exclusion” of over
400 activists since 2015 for left-wing associations, without notice of precise charges, without a hearing, and without right of appeal.
Our opponents on the left either stand
aloof from Labour (the SWP and the SP —
both while voicing almost no political criticisms of Corbyn), or adapt to Labour’s bureaucratic procedures. They do that because
their concept of socialism is bureaucratic,
whether because of NGO-politics or of Stalinist influence.
They claim that we are “secretive”, though
in fact we are much more unsecretive than
they are. They operate either through anonymous social-media cliques, or, in the case of
Momentum, by office decree and by a rubber-stamp National Coordinating Group
which has only a minority elected by the
members and publishes no minutes.
If they complain about the slew of expulsions and suspensions in the Labour Party at
all, they focus only on the cases of people arraigned for antisemitism (who generally do
get charges and hearings).
A number of the expulsions or suspensions
for alleged antisemitism have been arbitrary
and excessive. But our opponents campaign
on the basis that charges of antisemitism are
a-priori to be discounted as only contrivances
to do down Corbyn or to whitewash Israel —
and thus by themselves whitewashing antisemitism.
Over history, arguments on the left have
often been ill-tempered. Left activists, working against the grain of society, feel tense and
under pressure, and attach strong emotions
to their political ideas.
Yet the rancour and venom of the recent attacks on us by our opponents on the left, and
their recklessness in picking odd sentences
out of context or just inventing things to
“criminalise” us (as “racist”, “Islamophobic”,
or such), has gone beyond usual ill-temper.
Much of it has the same mood as old Stalinist
condemnations of Trotskyists, and some of it
explicitly evokes that old Stalinist style.
That reflects ideological insecurity and lack
of confidence, a “NGO-type” “banning culture”, an anxious desire to stifle critical
thought in a growing left which might otherwise grow, politically, beyond the control of
the entrenched bureaucrats and officials. The

drive to suppress debate must also reflect a
desire to patch over the differences in the opponents’ own camp.
The rancorous who start out on the back
foot, unsure of themselves, and divided, may
yet prevail for a period. Trump became president even though his campaign dealt with
the slow but definite liberalisation of social
thought in the USA by boorish denunciation.
Political Islamists have triumphed in some
countries after decades of slow but clear
trends of secularisation and the rise of democratic sentiment. The Stalinists managed to
dominate labour movements in many countries for decades.
The rancour cannot be fought by us, ourselves, going on the back foot, acting as victims, and making it our main business to say
that the wilder denunciations are exaggerated. It can be fought only by asserting our
positive politics, by indicting the central political drift of our opponents, and by insisting, always, on bringing the argument back
to the issues of political substance.
Society is never positively reshaped by
those who drift along with demagogy.
Progress is not won by those who seek to
avoid conflict of ideas.
Of course there will always be some like
that. People only tepidly interested in or committed to politics will naturally seek the
places in politics where they can have a quieter life. If one side aggressively brands another as out-and-out demonic, and the other
seems quiet and defensive, those tepid people will go with the aggressive side even if
they privately think its denunciations too
wild to be true.
It is something like “Pascal’s wager”. Living in a religious society, where non-believers
were aggressively threatened with torment in
Hell, Blaise Pascal argued that the doubter
should opt for the Church. If God did not
exist, then the conformist would have only a
finite loss (renouncing a few pleasures); but
if God existed, then the conformist could get
infinite gains (eternity in Heaven) and avoid
infinite losses (eternity in Hell). The argument that Hell maybe wasn’t quite so bad, or
the probability of it existing maybe was
small, could never beat that claim.
The future depends on the numbers who
are roused to put more energy and drive into
politics, and in the first place to finding out
the truth about political matters.
Those numbers can be augmented only
by positive argument on the political issues, as patient as necessary, as urgent
as possible.
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“Bennism”, warm and cold
CHALLENGES OF A LABOUR GOVERNMENT

By Martin Thomas
There was nothing grand about Tony
Benn’s house in Holland Park Avenue,
Notting Hill, West London, but it was a big
house in an expensive area, and with the
sort of high-quality shabbiness which, so
I learn from literature, is typical of “old
wealth”.
John Bloxam and I were visiting, around
1981, to interview Benn for Socialist Organiser,
a forerunner of Solidarity. We asked him
questions about the battles against Thatcher,
and Labour Party affairs, and got answers
which gave ideas close to our own added
weight and audibility as coming from one of
Labour’s best-known figures.
As on public platforms and in other interviews — and even in short interviews we’d
do with him over the phone — he spoke in
clear, well-shaped sentences, with none of the
hesitation, searching-for-words, or repetition
which most people can’t avoid.
Then we asked him a question about the
Polish workers’ movement Solidarnosc,
which had erupted from strikes in 1980,
wounded the Stalinist regime (fatally, as it
would turn out in 1988: even martial law in
1981 could only force Solidarnosc underground, not crush it).
Benn asked us to switch off the taperecorder. Only then would he reply. Wasn’t
Solidarnosc really a catspaw of the CIA, he
asked?

There were pro-capitalist influences in Solidarnosc — it projected the aim of a “selfmanaging society” at that time, but later, in
the years underground, it would succumb to
pro-capitalist and Catholic ideologies. Presumably there were a few CIA agents here
and there.
But a ten-million-strong workers’ movement bubbling up from below could not be
dismissed as a creation of secret agents, or on
the basis of its formal ideologies. Its right to
life as a workers’ movement, and the right a
for workers could organise freely and independently, was paramount.
We did not convince Benn.
This wealthy aristocrat, who by the early
1980s had been an MP for 30-odd years, and
an orthodox minister over 11 years in two
governments, had genuinely, in his mid-50s,
gone over to the cause of the workers, and
would stay that way until he died in 2014 at
the age of 88.
There was no question of him becoming a
rank-and-filer. One of the steps in the eventual foundering of the Labour Party democracy upsurge of the early 1980s was the
pushing-aside, in 1981, of the Rank and File
Mobilising Committee — an open alliance of
activist groups — by the Benn deputy leadership campaign, run by a behind-the-scenes
“kitchen cabinet”.
But from 1979, Benn always backed the
British workers in struggle. He was one of the
foremost tribunes of the miners’ cause in
their great strike of 1984-5. He allied with and
worked with the left, including the Marxist
left. He supported democracy in the labour
movement and in society. He insisted that: “It

would be as unthinkable to try to construct
the Labour Party without Marx as it would
to be to establish university faculties of astronomy, anthropology or psychology without permitting the study of Copernicus,
Darwin or Freud”.
He knew then that the “Marxists” whose
rights he defended were mostly Trotskyists
of one sort or another. His diaries from the
time when he was a middle-of-the-road
Labour MP reveal that back then he thought
of Russian Embassy officials as representing
“Marxism”, which he took as too severe and
demanding for Britain but compelling respect.
When he became a left-winger, he made his
ideology from old-fashioned British liberal
radicalism — his speeches were increasingly
filled with references to the 1381 Peasants’
Revolt, the Levellers, the Chartists, and the
suffragettes — with bits and pieces from the
Stalinist “Marxism” he had feared but respected in his middle-of-the-road days.
In 1982 he got his CLP to write a friendly
open letter to the Russian despot Leonid
Brezhnev. In 2003 he did an interview with
Saddam Hussein designed to let the Iraqi
tyrant “make his case” to the people of
Britain.
In 1999 he sided with Serbia over Kosova.
He argued his position on the basis of the
old-fashioned anti-German prejudice pervasive in Britain in the 1950s, and that was the
tone of his anti-EU line from the early 1970s.
(He had supported the then Labour government’s unsuccessful attempt to join the EU in
1966). In his picture of “Britain as a colony”
(title of an essay in his 1979 book Arguments

Benn during the 1984-85 Miners’ strike
for Socialism) the USA also figured as a power
supposed to exert some “colonial” rule over
Britain.
“Warm” Bennism in the early 1980s was
the name for an elemental rank-and-file revolt in the labour movement, for a Labour
Party that would stand up for and be accountable to working-class people. The
strands of old-fashioned liberalism and of
complaisance towards despots seen to be “socialistic”, or at least anti-German or anti-US,
were not unique to Benn, but they were
strands in a movement with real debate.
“Cold” Bennism today — “Bennism” as an
ideology distilled after his death from Benn’s
writings and his post-1979 political record —
is something else.
We should indeed be “Bennite” in the
sense of Benn’s support for workers’ struggles and for democracy in the labour movement and in society.
But not in the sense of copying the Stalinoid and nationalist strands which he inherited and then re-popularised.

Haringey: “the first Corbyn Labour council”
Kirsten Hearn, Labour Party councillor
in Stroud Green, Haringey, London,
spoke to Solidarity

We do face a challenge with the budget.
We have lost about 53% of our budget
since 2010 and it’s not going to get any
better.
We have a lot of people in temporary housing, we have a lot of people waiting for council housing and it’s not good enough.
We have changed direction on housing,
and our policies are now more in line with
the current Labour Party Leader and the 2017
[General Election] manifesto. People are
going to watch us as “the first Corbyn council”, to expect us to fail and will perceive anything we might see as a setback as a failure.
I don’t blame parts of the Party for feeling
anxious about that and I think all the councillors know what we are here to do. In the
previous administration, things were done in
our name that we hadn’t had input into.
S: What should local governments do
about the cuts, and what should the national government do if Labour wins
power?
KH: Firstly, must always make a legal budget. We make sure we’re using the money
we’ve been allocated appropriately. And we
should look at what money we can raise and
look at raising council tax. The poorest people in society should be 100% exempted.

And we should go for a referendum to put
up council tax for some people with a relief
scheme in place for those that may be asset
rich but income poor. Raising council tax is a
way we can do quite a lot.
There isn’t enough money to go around.
We have to make choices in the way that we
allocate budgets that are more sustainable.
For example, cutting the repairs budget for
council housing will store up problems in the
long run. Sometimes you need to be able to
do the repairs and we haven’t through
Homes for Haringey. I would like us to bring
Homes for Haringey back in house.
We should make strong recommendations
to government about how the cuts are affecting us locally. Older and Disabled people are
two of the groups worst affected by cuts. We
should provide the evidence to the government about how badly it’s affecting us and
what they should do – give us more money,
basically!
S: If we win the next general election,
should we reverse all government cuts
since 2010, what should our programme
be in national government with regard to
local government?
KH: We can’t reverse all the cuts because
some of the services are no longer there. But
we should do a fast assessment of what we
need to fund. And some things might have
changed. I think it’s unrealistic to say that
we’ll reverse the cuts. But I think we will invest in our services to ensure the come to the
standards that we want them to be at –

health, social care, education et
cetera?
S: Could we put funding back to
the same levels as where it
was?
KH: We’d have to find some
more money. It would be good to
have a better taxation system to
help us to do that. It would be very
good to bring back in-house services run by private companies, I
can’t believe they are cost effective
or that it’s as valuable a service.
The benefit cuts aren’t cost effective, because people are going
through appeals, you then discover actually they were entitled
to this, so their payments have to
be backdated, and we’ve wasted
all this time and money in the process. That’s the effect of the policies of the Tories since 2010.
Kirsten Hearn (centre) campaigning in Stroud Green
Restoring budgets is well and
good, but we need to have a thorinto a crime cycle, that they needn’t have gotoughgoing review of how best to spend that
ten into in the first place. If they’d been propmoney, we can’t just chuck money at it.
erly treated while they were in prison
Prisons are a good example. They cut the
perhaps they wouldn’t have gotten into this
prison budget hugely, thinking ‘That’s alcycle.
right, they can manage’, what they thought
We should look into raising more
money was being spent on I don’t know. Peomoney. I like the model of land tax but
ple’s circumstances have become terrible in
there are other ways that make it possible
prison, we’ve had lots of suicides, we’ve had
to raise more income. We’re going to
lots of break-outs, people not getting rehabilspend the next few years dealing with
itated into work so they come out of prison
Brexit which is going to cost a lot of
without those risks being met, they go back
money.
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Officials suppress the rank-and-file at UC
By a Workers’ Liberty UCU member

passed. When it came to the motions criticising the General Secretary, UCU officials acting in their capacity as Unite members
absolutely refused to accept any option other
than removing them from the agenda.
The frantic defence of the General Secretary’s right to continue drawing her £138k
salary is particularly galling for the growing
proportion of her members who find themselves precariously employed on low wages
and diminishing, insecure pensions.
Some right-wing members of the exec argued that if members didn’t like what officials were doing they should wait until the
next general secretary election in 2022 – and
that expressing dissent in the meantime
makes the union look weak in front of the
employer.
That argument is particularly weak at the
end of a year in which twice as many new
members joined the union as voted for Hunt
in 2017.
Hunt’s supporters also engaged in shameless red-baiting and McCarthyite conspiracy
claims. Even though none of the Exeter and
KCL delegates were members of the Socialist
Workers’ Party, efforts to hold the GS to account were claimed to be a secret SWP coup
attempt.

The congress of the University and College Union (UCU) on 30 May to 1 June was
repeatedly shut down by officials to prevent discussion of motions criticising the
General Secretary, Sally Hunt.
The 14 days of strikes this year to defend
USS pensions in 65 universities, and a coordinated wave of local campaigns in further
education colleges, have boosted union
membership and pushed forward a new generation of activists.
But in mid-March Hunt attempted to sell
members a raw deal from the employers to
halt the strikes, only to be pushed back by a
resounding “no” from branch delegates and
a hundreds-strong protest by members outside union HQ.
Two weeks later the employers made a
somewhat-improved offer, pausing the implementation of cuts and establishing a Joint
Expert Panel to re-examine the issue. The
leadership put it to a ballot of members. Ultimately it was accepted by a 64% majority.

OBJECTED

Many activists objected to the conduct of
the leadership, and Hunt particularly, in
securing that “yes” vote.
Despite denying branch delegates an indicative vote on whether the offer was good
enough to merit a ballot, Hunt claimed the
majority of branches wanted one.
Despite the union executive not agreeing
to issue a recommendation, Hunt sent four
emails to members urging them to accept the
deal and misrepresenting the position of
many “no” advocates. Just one message setting out the “no” case was sent, a mere 24
hours before the ballot closed.
Two of the contentious motions at the
congress were proposals for democracy reviews – questioning the balance of power between members on the one hand, and the
leadership and senior appointed officials on
the other. Two specifically protested the General Secretary’s conduct in the pensions dispute: motion 10, from Exeter University

FACTION

The top table and staff desk after the walk-out
branch, called for Hunt’s immediate resignation, and motion 11 from Kings College London branch censured her specifically over her
claim that branches supported the ballot.
On arriving at congress, delegates were
handed leaflets by the Unite chapel representing UCU staff declaring that the offending motions would constitute a breach of staff
employment rights. If they were discussed,
staff would walk out and shut the event
down.
Repeatedly across the three days of
Congress, the elected Congress Business
Committee emphasised that the motions had
been deemed legitimate, and delegates voted

Jenö Landler 1875-1928
By John Cunningham
It is 90 years since the death of the Hungarian Communist Jenö Landler.
His is not a name that will evoke much response today. He did not leave a written
legacy but he was one of those who work
tirelessly behind the scenes and never occupy the spotlight. Without him and countless thousands of other unsung activists
where would we be today? They too should
be remembered and honoured along with
the “big names”.
Landler was born in Gelse in Hungary in
1875, then part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. He trained in early life as a lawyer but
quickly attached himself, to the rapidly
growing Hungarian workers movement. In
1906 he helped organise a tram workers
strike and in the same year he joined the
Hungarian Social Democratic Party
(MSzDP) – the Hungarian section of the Second International – soon identifying with its

left wing. When the First World War broke
out Landler resisted the chauvinism of the
MSzDP leadership, who supported the war,
and organised demonstrations and strikes
against the rampant militarism. He was arrested in 1918 although he was soon freed by
the political developments attendant upon
the end of the war. He became People’s
Commissar of Trade in the new revolutionary government of the short-lived Republic
of Soviets in 1919. With the collapse of the
Republic he fled to Vienna, where he was to
spend most of the rest of his life.
He impressed the intellectual György
Lukács, also an exile in Vienna, who joined
his faction to combat the sectarian, ultra-leftist policies of Béla Kun. Late in life Lukács
was to remark in an interview that Landler
“... simply concerned himself with the practical possibilities of reviving the Hungarian
movement. That made a great impression on
me, and from then on I supported him enthusiastically”. “The idiot Kun” as he was
once described by Lenin, wanted the Hun-

to hear them.
But staff walked out and shut down proceedings each time, even declaring a trade
dispute (since then, an email apparently
leaked from the Unite branch covering this
chapel indicates that the branch does not yet
have an official position on the walkouts).
Farcically, senior officials walking out with
their employer, the General Secretary, to lock
out members from their own congress, was
framed as a “strike”. Those who suggested
the Congress should continue despite the officials’ walkout were branded “scabs”.
A compromise was reached to edit the
democracy review motions, which were then
garian Party to be run from exile. He was opposed by Landler who argued that the party
must be based on what was going on in
Hungary, however difficult that might be,
the exile party’s role was to help and advise
those still in Hungary who had been forced
underground by the right-wing Hungarian
government, but the exiles shouldn’t control
the party.
Quietly and effectively Landler built his
support and was able to defeat most of
Kun’s schemes despite the latter having the
support of Zinoviev in the Comintern. He attended the third, fourth and fifth congresses
of the Communist International as part of the
Hungarian delegation. Unfortunately,
Landler died before the big confrontation between the Kun faction and the opposition in
1929. Lukács argued for his so-called “Blum
Theses” (a plan for the party’s orientation
and political platform – so-called after
Lukács’ party name) without Landler’s help.
Lukács was defeated. Minus Landler, the opposition disintegrated and many otherwise
able members went over to Kun. The Hungarian Communist Party in exile became a
byword for sectarian infighting and Lukács
retreated to the margins.
Landler died on the French south coast.
Possibly he was there for health reasons.

Hunt had support from the Stalinists of
the Communist Party of Britain, who are a
leading force within the right-wing IBL
faction on the UCU’s executive that supports Hunt against the left.
The CPB’s paper, the Morning Star, published a report by Young Labour International Officer Marcus Barnett relaying their
denunciation of the “tactical insanity” and
“opportunism” of the attacks on Hunt by
“ultra-left elements”.
The third and final shutdown saw the
congress closed early without discussion of
motions 10 and 11. However, before this happened, delegates managed to pass emergency motions opposing the suppression of
dissent against an elected representative and
requiring a recall conference to deal with

Jenö Landler (left) on his way to Moscow for
the Third Congress of the Communist
International (Comintern) with György Lukács
(right — hands in pockets).
His body was taken to Moscow and, to
this day, his ashes are still interred in the
walls of the Kremlin.
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U Congress
these and the other remaining business
which was curtailed by the shenanigans.
After proceedings were halted, the majority of delegates remained and collectively
agreed a statement under the banner “Our
UCU”, opposing the shutdowns and urging
debate in UCU branches and bodies about
the state of union democracy.
The episode was an almost cartoonish illustration of the tendency of union bureaucracies
to
become
self-protecting,
self-perpetuating machines – in confrontation
with their members if necessary. Many members who would not previously have wanted
to force Hunt out, will have been convinced
by this farcical display of disregard for basic
union democracy and rejection of accountability.

NETWORK

Making the UCU fit for purpose cannot
simply be a matter of replacing the faces
at the top.
While it has provided valuable opposition,
the UCU Left faction functions largely as an
electoral vehicle and agitational platform.
A genuine transformation must come from
below and requires a grassroots network
bringing together the activists – and crucially

the branches – who are committed to more
participatory democracy and more militant
strategies both locally and nationally. The initiatives which sprung up during the USS
campaign, like UCU Rank-and-File and UCU
Branch Solidarity Network, are a promising
start, and efforts of this type will be key to
winning the battles ahead.
Immediately, supportive branches must
apply pressure on HQ to hold the recall conference mandated by Congress’ emergency
motion as well as debating the matters locally.
Though we must hope it does not come
to this, branches should be prepared to
run it themselves if HQ refuses.
• Coverage of the USS strikes and deal can
be
found
at:
bit.ly/2sz3m21,
bit.ly/2HmzgDA, and bit.ly/2xSLiFt
• Text of the motions: bit.ly/2sGRFWl
• Statement by Exeter delegates:
bit.ly/2JjrImI
• Statement by King’s delegates:
bit.ly/2JiI5Aa
• OurUCU on Twitter: twitter.com/OurUcu
• A follow up meeting has been organised
by London Region UCU for Saturday 9
June: bit.ly/2LZ1lnX
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Unite walk out was
abuse of union principles
By a Unite member
The walk-out at UCU Congress was an
abuse of trade union principles by the
Unite branch to which UCU full-time officials, including General Secretary Sally
Hunt, belong.
Negotiations took place with the Unite
branch and eventually a compromise was
reached over motion B19, in which mention
of officials was removed. Agreement was
also reached on a couple of other motions,
where the Unite branch had found contentious phrases. No agreement was
reached over two other motions (numbers
10 and 11), the first a motion of no confidence in Sally Hunt and the second censuring her handling of the pensions dispute.
A letter was circulated by the Unite
branch, stating “Our members believe that
if Congress debates these motions, it will
breach agreements between UCU and Unite
which protect employees’ dignity at work
and right to due process.”
The letter closed with an ultimatum: “We
want to be clear with you that if these motions are debated, Unite will need to hold
immediate emergency meetings to consider
our response to this attack on our rights.”

It seems that the officials, or at least those
who run in the Unite branch, decided to engineer a confrontation with the membership over the issue of officials’
accountability. Ironically, the two Unite
members behind this decision are former
rank and file militants from UCU’s forerunner NATFHE, in the 1980s and 90s.
The Unite branch’s claim that this was legitimate trade union action in defence
of employees’ rights and dignity at work is
entirely bogus: these were union bureaucrats and their employees blocking the
democratic business of a conference in order
to prevent debate and criticism of their past
actions. And in the light of the branch’s
claim that the action mainly involved junior
members of staff, it is worth questioning
how free the junior members of union staff
were to act independently from their line
managers and employers.
Holding the leadership of the union to account is not a threat to the terms and conditions of ordinary staff members or, indeed,
to full time officials.
This is in essence a matter of who controls the union: the officials or the membership?
• Abridged: bit.ly/2LiXWiw

Branches should keep pushing for democracy
Jo Grady, UCU activist and Lecturer in
Employment Relations at the University
of Sheffield, spoke to Solidarity about
the USS dispute, UCU Congress and
where next
Solidarity: What are the main lessons from
the dispute so far? What have you learnt
from the dispute?
Jo: It has been a reminder of the importance
of collective action. That may seem obvious
but everyone has talked a lot about the “virtual pickets” during the strike and that in
some ways provided a function, but it was
the actual physical collective action on picket
lines that was most important. I would not
normal get up 7am day after day. People
were doing things they would not usually do
as part of their schedule in order to be on
picket lines with others, in the cold, for several days. I think that shared experience of
collective action was quite special. I think its
fair to say that nobody had actually seen
picket lines of this size before. In previous
disputes we’d just had the core members on
picket lines, this was completely different. I
think that is something that will stay with
people. It has taught people about solidarity
that they didn’t know was there before.
You were involved in USS Briefs
(medium.com/ussbriefs). How did it come
about and what role do you think it has
played in the dispute?
USS briefs was a product of the “virtual
pickets”, of the online UCU community generated by the USS strike. I hadn’t even met
some of these people that I corresponded
with on a daily basis, and I still haven’t met
some of them. During the dispute everyone
on strike has a lot of spare time, and academics in particular are not very good at not
doing anything! Doing our research was not

an option because we were on strike, so lots
of people started researching pensions instead and people became mini-specialists in
USS. We thought there was an information
deficit in the dispute, and we knew there
would be a ballot at some point and we
wanted to fill that vacuum and help members make better informed decisions. We discussed what areas we thought there was
information lacking, and if there was expertise in the group we commissioned ourselves
to write briefs, and where we did not have
the expertise in-house we approached people
who could write something and had evidence that they could support their brief
with.
What do you make of what has happened
at UCU congress?
My initial reaction is that I’m incredibly
disappointed and quite depressed about the
state of democracy within our union. Regardless of whether you think Sally Hunt is doing
a good job or not, the fact is that the motions
were passed by branches and Conference
Business Committee approved them. If these
motions were not appropriate for Congress
then why did Conference Business Committee allow them to go ahead?
At congress the general secretary’s employment conditions were conflated with
those of all staff for the union, and that was
the problem. If you’re a member of staff of
the union and your job security was threatened by congress you may be alarmed by
that, but this wasn’t the case. I think you had
take a very particular misreading of those
motions to think that was the case.
So conference imploded, and several walkouts [by UCU staff and elected officers]
meant that despite congress voting to hear
these motions several times the motions were
never heard. In a way the Unite members are
entitled to exercise their right to walk out, but

I think the role of the elected general secretary was to stay in that room. Sally Hunt has
said that part of what she does is listens to
people, but that is exactly what she didn’t do.
Sally Hunt has said in an email to members that she considers she should not be
open to being recalled after she was
elected a year ago. What would be your
answer to that?
I think whether it is MPs, or in student
unions, or trade unions, I’m always wary of
people who think that democracy starts and
ends in the ballot box. Even if the motions
had passed the result would not have been
her immediately being removed from office;
congress doesn’t have that power. To not take
part in those discussions, but instead to close
congress down, I just don’t see that as a tenable position for a general secretary to take.
If you are a strong leader you can have uncomfortable conversations with the people
who elected you.
It is not personal about the general secretary, the general secretary could be anybody
and doing a good job or not. The point is
what happens when you want to challenge
them?
What do you think should happen next?
The last few months have demonstrated to
members that they need to pay more attention to the democratic structures of their
union, and I include myself in that. A lot of
people got interested in the UCU through the
USS dispute had no idea about the structures
of the union and how to get involved in
them. We’re now going to see people get
more involved.
I am already seeing this happening, people
putting themselves forward for NEC, HEC,
and the Superannuation working group. People who a year ago were not in the union, or
who were but were not looking to get more

involved. We’ve got a lot of members who
are precariously employed who don’t think
the union represents them very well, who are
getting involved. Whenever new people get
involved in a union, or other group, it is always going to be a disruption to the status
quo, but thats right I think.
Now congress has been shut down, and
the vote was passed for a recall
Congress, what should those branches
who are in opposition to the leadership do
next?
I don’t just think it is about opposition to
the leadership and would be careful about
framing it that way. Our branch doesn’t have
an official position on the leadership, what
we have is a position about greater transparency and democracy in the union. I think
that is what is concerning most members. It
is really unclear to lots of members as to how
these motions have been deemed not ok for
discussion at Congress, and we don’t have
any proper reasons as to why this is the case.
Many of us don’t know what to do next. Individual members need to communicate
with each other about what problems we
think exist. But also branches need to coordinate better for change. The motion from
Sheffield UCU for a Democracy Review (previously ruled out of order as an Emergency
Motion, but reinstated by Congress) was
passed by Congress. We need to make sure
engaged people are elected to the committee
that does this, and hold the UCU to account
to make sure it is carried out.
In previous disputes people have felt
angry, but have become worn out and the
impetus has been lost. Branches should
keep pushing for the democracy in the
union that they want.
• Abridged. For full interview see:
bit.ly/2Hl6Aei

Where we stand

Today one class, the working class, lives by selling its
labour power to another, the capitalist class, which owns
the means of production.
The capitalists’ control over the economy and their relentless
drive to increase their wealth causes poverty, unemployment,
the blighting of lives by overwork, imperialism, the destruction
of the environment and much else.
Against the accumulated wealth and power of the capitalists,
the working class must unite to struggle against capitalist
power in the workplace and in wider society.
The Alliance for Workers’ Liberty wants socialist revolution:
collective ownership of industry and services, workers’ control,
and a democracy much fuller than the present system, with
elected representatives recallable at any time and an end to
bureaucrats’ and managers’ privileges.
We fight for trade unions and the Labour Party to break with
“social partnership” with the bosses and to militantly assert
working-class interests.

In workplaces, trade unions, and Labour organisations;
among students; in local campaigns; on the left and in
wider political alliances we stand for:
¥ Independent working-class representation in politics.
¥ A workers’ government, based on and accountable to the
labour movement.
¥ A workers’ charter of trade union rights — to organise, to
strike, to picket effectively, and to take solidarity action.
¥ Taxation of the rich to fund decent public services, homes,
education and jobs for all.
¥ A workers’ movement that fights all forms of oppression.
Full equality for women, and social provision to free women
from domestic labour. For reproductive justice: free abortion on
demand; the right to choose when and whether to have
children. Full equality for lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender people. Black and white workers’ unity against
racism.
¥ Open borders.
¥ Global solidarity against global capital — workers
everywhere have more in common with each other than with
their capitalist or Stalinist rulers.
¥ Democracy at every level of society, from the smallest
workplace or community to global social
organisation.
¥ Equal rights for all nations, against
imperialists and predators big and small.
¥ Maximum left unity in action, and
openness in debate.
If you agree with us, please take some
copies of Solidarity to sell — and join us!

8-10 June

We Are The University —
National Student Left
Conference
Sheffield Students’ Union, Western
Bank, Sheffield, S10 2TG
bit.ly/8-10june

Saturday 9 June

Kurdish Solidarity Campaign
AGM
11:30am, Kurdish Community
Centre, 11 Portland Gardens,
London, N4 1 HU
bit.ly/2GFceHQ

Saturday 9 June

Oppose Tommy Robinson
2pm, No 10 Downing Street,
London, SW1A 2AA
bit.ly/2JirlJ7

Events

Thursday 14 June

How capitalism is killing us
Good Space, Floor 2, Commercial
Union House, 39 Pilgrim Street,
NE1 6QE
bit.ly/2sI6TdJ

Saturday 16 June

One year on: Justice for Grenfell
March
No 10 Downing Street, London,
SW1A 2AA
bit.ly/2sGo4wk
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Educate, agitate, organise
LABOUR
By Ira Berkovic
Around 40 Labour Party activists
attended Southampton Momentum’s weekend school from 1921 May.
The event included plenary discussions on perspectives for Momentum and Labour, as well as
sessions focused on planning local
activity.
Four external speakers led work-

shops, on the history of the Labour
Party; socialist-feminism and building a working-class women’s
movement; understanding and
combating antisemitism on the left;
and housing struggles.
Attendees included a diverse
range of comrades, from veteran
activists with long histories on the
far left through to new, young activists recently mobilised into
Labour and Momentum by the
Corbyn surge.
The event took place in a hotel in
the nearby city of Bournemouth,
and had a sociable and family at-

mosphere.
Many members brought their
children, and there were social activities in the evenings.
Southampton Momentum shows
how Momentum groups can combine local campaigning, organising
in local Labour Parties, and social
events with a real commitment to
political education and a serious attitude to discussing big ideas and
labour-movement history.
Their school can be a model
for other Momentum groups
around the country.

sues in the movement like the position Labour should take on Brexit
and antisemitism were also taken
up and it was suggested that in future these are discussed at meetings.
The initiative to hold these meetings comes entirely from local
groups following the complete

shutdown of regional structures in
the Momentum coup of January
2017.
The increase in interest for the
meetings is a positive step for
the rejuvenation of the regional
structures and should be followed by other regions starting
up their own meetings.

London Momentum meets

By Will Sefton

About 50 people came to the
London regional Momentum
meeting on 2 June. A bigger
turnout then the previous meeting and with people attending
from more local groups then previously.
The meeting was able to discuss
a range of experiences from different groups as well as a useful and
informative discussion as to how to
build a successful profile on social
media.
Members of Lewisham raised the
issue of democracy and the response of the national office to the
attempted breakaway AGM. Others talked about the challenges of
engaging more young people and
organising in CLPs particularly
when they are dominated by the
right.
Following the success of the
Reimagining Local Government
conference, there were proposals to
organise an event similar to The
World Transformed. Discussions
on some of the more contentious is-

RMT decides against reaffiliation
By an RMT member
The RMT SGM on 30 May voted
narrowly to reject affiliation to
the Labour Party. The overall
vote, 25 – 31, is roughly proportionate to the votes in branches
and regions on the question.
As was carried in Solidarity previously part of the blame for the
failure to affiliate has been the attitude towards the question by those
in the RMT national leadership
who supported affiliation but
posed it almost entirely as a question of influence in national structures and what kind of return
would be received from the affiliation fee.
The SGM adopted a recommendation from the NEC allowing,
“200 plus Branches and Regional
Councils to use their political funds
to back Labour at elections, whilst
Labour continues to support key

RMT policies on transport and
trade union rights.”
The statement is made up of several other unclear statements including the encouragement of RMT
branches to RMT Branches to “develop relations with local Labour
Parties” and for the union to “consider what other steps it can take to
support, defend, and develop the
socialist advances that have been

made within the Labour Party.”
The outcome of the SGM is a
blow for those in the union who
supported affiliation on the basis of
building Labour into a party of
strikes and to push it to support
and campaign on radical pro-working class demands.
We want to work with other
Labour supporters and members
within the union to do this.
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East Sussex pay strikes spread Mixed picture in DOO
strikes
By Patrick Murphy, NEU
Executive (p.c.)

Ballots in eight schools began
this week, adding to the five
schools already in dispute as the
campaign for fair pay in East
Sussex grows.
The dispute is over the failure of
the local authority to recommend
the agreed union rates for teachers,
(2%) across the main scale from
September 2017, instead recommending 1% in the grades between
the min and maximum. The sums
involved are relatively small (between zero and about £10K per
school).
Members in five secondary
schools in the area have already
taken two days of strike action
which was solidly supported. A
further school faced with action,
agreed to settle. In addition, as a result of the action over twenty
schools (more than 10%) in East
Sussex have now confirmed they
will pay the correct rates and the
figure is increasing as momentum
grows.
An NEU official said:

“We know that schools are facing
funding pressures, however we
cannot allow a two tier workforce
to develop at the expense of our
members. The majority of schools
and local authorities have implemented the recommended rates,
we are calling on those who do not
to change their approach otherwise
they may face similar action.”
The schools balloting and taking
action are; Bourne, Priory, Uckfield
Community College, Seaford
Head, Seaford Primary (agreed to
pay), St Catherine’s, Peacehaven,

Meridian, Cavendish, Hailsham,
Ocklynge, Central CE, Pashley
Down and Ratton.
Elsewhere in the NEU, strike action to oppose academy status continues at The Village School in
Brent.
Campaigners here have been
hugely boosted by the success
of anti-academies action by staff
and parents in Newham where
plans to force a number of primary schools to convert to
academy status have been withdrawn.

TGIs strikes continue to spread
By Gemma Short
Workers at TGI Fridays restaurants will strike for the fourth
time on Friday 8 June.
Workers are now on strike at
Covent Garden and Haymarket
Piccadilly in London, Trafford Centre in Manchester, and Milton
Keynes. Pickets were held at all
sites during the last strike on Friday 1 June, and workers from the
Trafford Centre restaurant met
Labour’s Shadow Chancellor John
McDonnell at the Trade Union
Congress’ (TUC) 150th birthday
event at the Mechanics Institute in

Manchester.
TGI Fridays introduced a new
tipping policy, at two days’ notice,
which redirects 40% of tips received by waiting staff to kitchen
staff. With low wages for kitchen
staff causing a high turnover, TGI
Fridays thought the ″solution″ to a
problem of their own making
would be taking from the poor to
give to the even-poorer.
Unite reports that a recent
YouGov poll shows TGI Fridays
brand’s
impression
score
(whether someone has a positive
impression of a brand) has taken
a hit since February when re-

Below a driver describes the
issues on the line.

By a Jubilee Line driver
Jubilee Line drivers are fed up
with the attitude of management
on the line.

Local managers are pushing
harder and harder as the service is
ramped up and user numbers increase. Any perceived “staff error”
and they are now coming down
harder on drivers, presumably
thinking that “more stick and less
carrot” will make us more
amenable to their whip cracking.
However, the breaking point has
been the new timetable forced on
drivers which increases the number
of weekends worked, ups the pressure on us and sees work-life balance issues ignored.
This timetable was 18 months in
the planning, yet when it came to
negotiations with reps we understand that the line manager was on
holiday; clearly not concerned to
hear from her workers’ representatives what drivers felt of the new

RMT Conductor and Senior
Conductor members at Greater
Anglia are set to strike for two
more days on 16 and 23 June,
as the dispute at that franchise
rumbles on.
As with Northern and Southern,
where RMT members also struck
on 24 and 26 May, the dispute at
Greater Anglia appears no closer
to a resolution and there is no sign
of the union looking to escalate the
action to force the employers’
hands.
Things have developed at
Merseyrail and at Southwestern
Railway, however. The union and
Merseyrail have been at ACAS on
and off for some weeks now, pre-

sumably thrashing out some sort
of settlement, although there are
no details of what that settlement
might look like.
At Southwestern the employer
has also agreed to go to ACAS for
conciliation, so strikes there scheduled to coincide with those at
Southern and Northern were
called off as a “good will gesture”.
The outcome at Merseyrail will
be interesting — as this is where
all but two Aslef drivers have refused to cross RMT picket lines.
If the settlement represents a
win for RMT, that will clearly
show what can be achieved by
real solidarity and will raise serious questions for Aslef members elsewhere.

West Mids FBU strike
By Gemma Short
ports of the company’s decision
to take 40% of waiters’ tips without consultation hit the headlines.
• Watch a video interview with
two of the TGI Fridays strikers online at: bit.ly/2JsCqLb

Tube drivers fight new timetable
Tube drivers on the Jubilee
Line were due to strike on 6
June, this was suspended
following ACAS talks. The
employer has now agreed to
add an additional Saturday
rest day and has agreed to
further talks between the
unions and management to
look at other issues on the
line.

By a train driver

plans.
The timetable was rejected with
clear reasons given, yet management forcibly implemented it anyway. A ballot was put on, won, and
two strike dates subsequently
called. Thereafter, even small requests, previously agreed by management, have been left out of the
new timetable and schedules.
Whether this was a petty response
to drivers’ concerns about work-life
balance, incompetence or general
lack of compassion is unclear; but
regardless of the cause it has made
anger on the line stronger.
We have two choices: shut the
line down and show bosses we
care about our work-life balance,
or come in to work and give
bosses free rein to worsen our
conditions at will.

Firefighters in the West Midlands
have voted by 90%, on a turn out
of 82%, for strikes over the creation of a two-tier workforce.
Contracts introduced by the West
Midlands Fire Authority mean new
firefighters entering the service will
have to take on work outside the
currently agreed role of a firefighter. The new contracts would
allow the employer to unilaterally
change the work of firefighters at
any time, breaching nationally negotiated agreements with the

union, the FBU.
There has also been growing tensions between FBU members and
the fire authority over the imposition of non-fire service work on
current fire fighters, dictatorial
management practices and interference with day to day trade union
activities. Union reps have reportedly been threatened with discipline for conducting health and
safety investigations as they are entitled to do so under the law.
As Solidarity went to press
strike dates were yet to be announced.

ACAS deal wins more jobs
By Charlotte Zalens
Workers at the Advisory, Conciliation and Arbitration Service
(ACAS) have won more jobs and
commitments on workload and
grading following strikes.
According to the PCS union:
″Acas management has agreed to
immediately recruit extra staff and
keep overall conciliation staffing
levels under review, with a view to
further recruitment rounds to take
account of ongoing service de-

mands and staff turnover.
″Acas has also agreed to accelerate work on a new grading redesign in response to union anger
at the downgrading of work.
“In the event of case volumes
leading to more pressures on the
system,
Acas
management
has agreed to consider all possible
responses including making the
case to government for additional
resources.″
Strikes have been suspended
while PCS members vote on the
offer.
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Salvini threatens to deport 500,000
By Hugh Edwards
“The entertainment is over, now
we mean business”, declared
Matteo Salvini, leader of the
racist National League and
Italy’s new Minister of the Interior.
He has threatened to deport
500,000 “illegal” migrants and
usher in a new regime of repressive” civil protection”.
Then news arrived of the coldblooded murder in Calabria of a
young activist of the country’s
United Base Union, long active
among the half million or so migrant workers in the fields of the
south picking fruit for 20 Euro a
day and forced to live in hovels
and shantytowns.
Sacco Soumalyla, from Mali and
long settled in Italy, had gone to
help two field workers gather
sheets of aluminium lying among
the innumerable wrecks littering
the periphery of the shantytown.
From a car 60 metres away
alighted a man armed with a rifle
who opened fire, killing Sacco and
injuring the others. As one of the
leaders of the union asked, declaring a strike and protests from his
members: “Is this what Salvini
means when he declared the fun
was over? Is this what the new
‘government of change heralded’
by him has in store for us?”
Over years, Bossi’s and then
Salvini’s Lega Nord carved out a
powerful, political alliance with
Berlusconi. That delivered wealth
and power to the thousands in
Lombardia and Veneto all too
eager to jump on the gravy train.
An infinite warren of tiny family-

based workplaces provided them
with votes according to the mantra
“our union protects us from the
Padrone, Bossi from the immigrant”.
Bossi’s eclipse in 2012 enabled
Salvini, in a context of centre-party
decline and collapse, to forge a
new profile as an aspiring national
leader.
Racism and social conservatism
remains to the fore — his number
two in the party has just declared
that “there is no such thing as a
gay family”. Small and mediumsized producers remain the
bedrock of the League’s electoral
fortunes.

SCEPTICAL

Given the League’s origins as a
northern-separatist party hostile to Italy’s South, the South remains sceptical.
Salvini sees racism is his key
weapon there. He headed straight
to Sicily the day after assuming office to “cleanse the island of its
reputation” as the most secure
port of arrival in Italy. Now “there
will be no more such places, not
even for the deputy-traffickers”
(by which he means NGO boats
who help refugees).
Salvini is certain that there will
be another election quite soon,
given the frailities and contradictions of his stitch-up with the
volatile Five Star Movement and
its leader Luigi di Maio.
The opinion polls indicate that
the League stands neck and neck
with Five Star, but the League
would have the support of the declining neo-fascist Brothers of Italy.
Salvini’s demagogy is in unsta-
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“Italians first” poster for Salvini’s National League during the election
ble combination with other tactics.
Many if not all of the leading
ministers in the new government
based on the League and Five Star
are leading establishment figures,
strongly pro-European and nominally antiracist.
The roll-call of executive worthies who have seen previous service in technocrat governments
with Ciampi (1995) or Monti
(2011), or with the World Bank, or
with Berlusconi or Cossiga, or
Confindustria, seems, at least in
the short term to have doused the

Italian bourgeoisie’s fright at the
putative anti-European proclivities
of Di Maio and Salvini.

CHANGES

But changes there will be. The
well-off will gain from the
promised “flat tax” on income
for individuals and companies,
with rates set at 15 per cent and
20 per cent, on the backs of the
wage earners.
There will be an increase in irregular, insecure work contracts,
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and methods of payment. Italy’s
recent increase in employment
numbers disguises a more than
five-million-strong precariat, the
largest in Europe.
Cuts in public welfare provision will be exacerbated further
towards collapse, with the
South of the country — western
Europe’s most impoverished
large region, and home for 22
million people — defenceless in
the face of its own putrid ruling
elites and the living-death of
Italy’s once-radical forces.
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